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The information contained in this preliminary prospectus supplement is not complete and may be changed. This preliminary prospectus
supplement and the accompanying prospectus are not an offer to sell these securities, and we are not soliciting offers to buy these securities in
any jurisdiction where the offer or sale is not permitted.
PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT
(To Prospectus dated March 27, 2018)

Subject to Completion, Dated August 14, 2018

9,000,000 Shares

Ordinary Shares
$
per share
We are offering 9,000,000 of our ordinary shares.
Our ordinary shares are listed on The Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol "SBBP." On August 13, 2018, the last reported sale price of
our ordinary shares on The Nasdaq Global Select Market was $6.00 per share.
Investing in our ordinary shares involves a high degree of risk. See "Risk Factors" on page S-10 of this prospectus supplement and in
the documents incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement.
Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these securities or
determined if this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal
offense.
For the avoidance of doubt, this document is not intended to be and is not a prospectus for the purposes of the Companies Act 2014 of Ireland,
the Prospectus Directive (2003/71/EC) Regulations 2005 of Ireland (as amended) or the Prospectus Rules issued by the Central Bank of Ireland;
and the Central Bank of Ireland has not approved this document.
Per Share
$
$
$

Public offering price
Underwriting discount(1)
Proceeds, before expenses, to Strongbridge
(1)

Total
$
$
$

See "Underwriting" beginning on page S-27 for a description of compensation payable to the underwriters.

The underwriters may also purchase up to an additional 1,350,000 of our ordinary shares from us at the public offering price, less underwriting
discounts and commissions, within 30 days from the date of this prospectus supplement.
The underwriters expect to deliver the shares against payment in New York, New York on or about

, 2018.

Joint Book-Running Managers
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT
This prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus relate to the offering of our ordinary shares. Before buying any of the ordinary
shares that we are offering, we urge you to carefully read this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus, any free writing prospectus
that we have authorized for use in connection with this offering, and the information incorporated by reference as described under the headings
"Where You Can Find More Information" and "Information Incorporated by Reference" in this prospectus supplement. These documents contain
important information that you should consider when making your investment decision.
This document is comprised of two parts. The first part is this prospectus supplement, which describes the specific terms of this offering and
also adds to, and updates information contained in, the accompanying prospectus and the documents incorporated by reference into this
prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus. The second part, the accompanying prospectus, including the documents incorporated
by reference into the accompanying prospectus, provides more general information, some of which may not apply to this offering. Generally, when
we refer to this prospectus, we are referring to the combined document consisting of this prospectus supplement and the accompanying
prospectus. In this prospectus supplement, as permitted by law, we "incorporate by reference" information from other documents that we file with
the Securities and Exchange Commission, or the SEC. This means that we can disclose important information to you by referring to those
documents. The information incorporated by reference is considered to be a part of this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus
and should be read with the same care. When we make future filings with the SEC to update the information contained in documents that have
been incorporated by reference, the information included or incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement is considered to be
automatically updated and superseded. In other words, in case of a conflict or inconsistency between information contained in this prospectus
supplement and information in the accompanying prospectus or incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement, you should rely on the
information contained in the document that was filed later.
You should rely only on the information contained in, or incorporated by reference into, this prospectus supplement, the accompanying
prospectus, and in any free writing prospectus that we have authorized for use in connection with this offering. We have not, and the underwriters
have not, authorized any other person to provide you with different information. We are not, and the underwriters are not, making an offer to sell or
soliciting an offer to buy our securities in any jurisdiction in which an offer or solicitation is not authorized or in which the person making that offer
or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make an offer or solicitation. You should assume that the information
appearing in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus, the documents incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement
and the accompanying prospectus, and in any free writing prospectus that we have authorized for use in connection with this offering, is accurate
only as of the date of those respective documents. Our business, financial condition, results of operations, and prospects may have changed
since those dates.
References in this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus to the terms "we," "us," "our" or "Strongbridge" or other similar
terms mean Strongbridge Biopharma plc and its consolidated subsidiaries, unless we state otherwise or the context indicates otherwise.
This prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and the information incorporated by reference herein and therein contain
references to trademarks belonging to other entities. Solely for convenience, trademarks and trade names referred to in this prospectus
supplement, the
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accompanying prospectus and the information incorporated by reference herein and therein, including logos, artwork and other visual displays, may
appear without the ® or TM symbols, but such references are not intended to indicate, in any way, that we will not assert, to the fullest extent
under applicable law, the rights of the applicable licensor to these trademarks and trade names. We do not intend our use or display of other
companies' trade names or trademarks to imply a relationship with, or endorsement or sponsorship of us by, any other company.
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Some of the statements in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and incorporated herein and therein by reference
constitute "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and
Section 21E of the Exchange Act. These statements relate to future events concerning our business and to our future revenues, operating results
and financial condition. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as "may," "will," "could," "would,"
"should," "expect," "plan," "anticipate," "intend," "believe," "estimate," "forecast," "predict," "propose," "potential" or "continue," or the negative of
those terms or other comparable terminology. Forward-looking statements may include statements regarding:
§

our ability to successfully commercialize Keveyis (dichlorphenamide), Macrilen (macimorelin) and any other product candidates we
receive approval for;

§

the timing, progress and results of clinical and preclinical trials for our product candidates;

§

our ability to obtain and maintain regulatory approval for our product candidates;

§

our ability to secure additional financing when needed on acceptable terms;

§

our ability to effectively manage our anticipated growth;

§

our ability to develop our commercial organization and recruit and retain qualified sales representatives;

§

our ability to successfully implement our business model, as well as strategic plans for our business, product candidates and
technology;

§

our ability to implement and execute our business strategy to in-license, acquire and develop new product candidates;

§

our ability to retain our key personnel and our ability to recruit, retain and motivate additional qualified personnel;

§

our ability to develop and maintain relationships with manufacturers, clinical research organizations and other important contractors
and consultants;

§

our ability to expand, protect and enforce our intellectual property rights;

§

our ability to obtain and maintain orphan drug exclusivity for Keveyis, Macrilen or our product candidates; and

§

the impact of government laws and regulations in the United States and foreign countries.

Any forward looking statements contained in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus or incorporated herein or therein by
reference are only estimates or predictions of future events based on information currently available to our management and management's current
beliefs about the potential outcome of future events. Whether these future events will occur as management anticipates, whether we will achieve
our business objectives, and whether our revenues, operating results or financial condition will improve in future periods are subject to numerous
risks. There are a number of important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results anticipated by these forwardlooking statements. These important factors include those that we discuss under the heading "Risk Factors" and in other sections of our Annual
Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2017, or the 2017 Annual Report, as well as in subsequent reports we file from time to time
with the SEC, that are incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus. You should read these
factors and the other cautionary statements
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made in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and in the documents we incorporate by reference herein and therein as being
applicable to all related forward-looking statements wherever they appear in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus or the
documents we incorporate by reference into this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus. If one or more of these factors
materialize, or if any underlying assumptions prove incorrect, our actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any future
results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to publicly update
any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT SUMMARY
This summary highlights selected information contained elsewhere or incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement and the
accompanying prospectus and does not contain all the information that you need to consider in making your investment decision. This
summary sets forth the material terms of this offering, but does not contain all of the information you should consider before investing in our
ordinary shares. You should carefully read this entire prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and any free writing prospectus,
as well as the information to which we refer you and the information incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement and the
accompanying prospectus, before deciding whether to invest in ordinary shares. You should pay special attention to the "Risk Factors"
section of this prospectus supplement and the documents incorporated by reference herein to determine whether an investment in our
ordinary shares is appropriate for you.
The Company
Business Overview
We are a global commercial-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on the development and commercialization of therapies for rare
diseases with significant unmet needs.
Our first commercial product is Keveyis (dichlorphenamide), the first and only treatment approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, or the FDA, for hyperkalemic, hypokalemic, and related variants of primary periodic paralysis, a group of rare hereditary
disorders that cause episodes of muscle weakness or paralysis.
Our second commercial product is Macrilen (macimorelin), an oral growth hormone secretagogue receptor agonist, and the first and
only oral test approved by the FDA for the diagnosis of patients with adult growth hormone deficiency, or AGHD. We acquired the U.S. and
Canadian rights to Macrilen from Aeterna Zentaris Inc. in January 2018, and we launched Macrilen in the United States in July 2018.
In addition to our two commercial products, we have two clinical-stage product candidates for rare endocrine diseases, Recorlev® and
veldoreotide. Recorlev (levoketoconazole) is a cortisol synthesis inhibitor currently being studied for the treatment of endogenous Cushing's
syndrome. Veldoreotide is a next-generation somatostatin analog being investigated for the treatment of acromegaly, with potential additional
applications in Cushing's syndrome and neuroendocrine tumors. Both Recorlev and veldoreotide have received orphan designation from the
FDA and the European Medicines Agency.
Given the well-identified and concentrated prescriber base addressing our target markets, we intend to use a small, focused sales force
to effectively market Keveyis, Macrilen and any future products, in the United States, the European Union and other key global markets. We
believe that our ability to execute on our strategy is enhanced by the significant commercial and clinical development experience of key
members of our management team.
We are building a rare disease, franchise-based business model focused on expansion through a disciplined in-licensing and acquisition
strategy. In pursuit of our growth strategy, we have raised over $283 million in equity and debt financings since December 2014. We will
continue to identify and evaluate the acquisition of products and product candidates that would be complementary to our existing rare
neuromuscular and endocrine franchises or that would form the basis for new rare
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disease franchises. We believe this approach will enable us to maximize our commercial potential by further leveraging our existing
resources and expertise.
Recent Developments
On August 8, 2018, we announced top-line results from our multinational, pivotal Phase 3 SONICS study evaluating Recorlev for the
treatment of endogenous Cushing's syndrome.
The open-label, single-arm SONICS study achieved statistical significance of its pre-specified primary endpoint, with 30% of patients
achieving normalization of mean urinary free cortisol, or UFC, following six months of maintenance treatment with Recorlev without a dose
increase (p<0.025). Sensitivity analyses as well as secondary and exploratory endpoints of UFC response were supportive of the primary
endpoint.
For key secondary endpoints of cardiovascular risk, including fasting blood glucose, hemoglobin A1C, total cholesterol, low density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, body weight and body mass index (BMI), Recorlev demonstrated statistically significant and clinically
meaningful improvements from baseline (p<0.0001 for each).
Safety and tolerability findings based upon data collected through the six-month maintenance phase indicate that Recorlev was
generally well tolerated.
§

12 patients (12.8%) discontinued treatment with Recorlev due to adverse events, or AEs. For the two most commonly reported
AEs, no patients discontinued treatment due to nausea and one patient discontinued due to headache.

§

14 patients (14.9%) reported one or more serious adverse events, or SAEs, of which four were deemed drug related by
investigators.

§

One patient death was reported and not considered drug related (colon cancer).

The following tables represent the SONICS liver-related findings and the most commonly-reported treatment-emergent AEs:
SONICS Liver-Related Findings
Liver-Related Findings

N=94

Liver-related AEs defined in protocol as AE of special interest
>3X upper limit of normal (ULN) (includes those >5x ULN)
>5x ULN
Bilirubin values >1.5x ULN
*

7.4%*
10.6%
3.2%
0%

No severe drug-induced liver injury; no Hy's law; no transaminases >20x ULN; no obvious dose relationship (exposure
relationships analyses pending).
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SONICS Treatment-Emergent Adverse Events (>=15%)
Treatment-Emergent AE

Subjects

Nausea
Headache
Peripheral edema
Hypertension
Fatigue
Diarrhea
Alanine Aminotransferase, or ALT, increased**
**

1 AE

30
26
18
16
15
14
14

% of Enrolled (N=94)

32%
28%
19%
17%
16%
15%
15%

Includes all ALT increases reported as an adverse event regardless of level or relationship to drug. A subset of these
ALT increased events was also reported as AEs of special interest.

Corporate Information
Strongbridge Biopharma plc, an Irish public limited company, was established on May 26, 2015 under the name Cortendo plc. On
September 4, 2015, Cortendo plc changed its name to Strongbridge Biopharma plc.
Our principal executive offices are located at 900 Northbrook Drive, Suite 200, Trevose, Pennsylvania, 19053 and our telephone
number is +1 610-254-9200. For the purposes of Irish law, our registered office is Arthur Cox Building, 10 Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2, D02
T380, Ireland.
Our website is www.strongbridgebio.com. The information on, or that can be accessed through, our website is not part of and should
not be incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement.
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The Offering
Ordinary
shares
offered by
us in this
offering
Ordinary
shares to be
outstanding
immediately
after this
offering
Underwriters'
option to
purchase
additional
ordinary
shares
Use of
proceeds

Risk factors

Nasdaq Global
Select
Market
symbol

9,000,000 shares

55,710,048 shares

1,350,000 shares
We intend to use the net proceeds from this offering to support the commercialization and life
cycle management activities of Keveyis and Macrilen, conduct development and regulatory
activities, as well as facilitate commercial readiness, for Recorlev, and for other general
corporate purposes, which may include working capital, capital expenditures, acquisition of
additional technologies or other forms of intellectual property, acquisition of assets or
businesses that are complementary to our existing business, and general and administrative
expenses. See "Use of Proceeds" for a more detailed description of the intended use of
proceeds from this offering.
Investing in our ordinary shares involves a high degree of risk. See "Risk Factors" on page S-9
of this prospectus supplement and other information included in this prospectus supplement, in
the accompanying prospectus, as well as in our periodic reports filed with the SEC incorporated
by reference in this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus for a discussion
of factors that you should consider carefully before deciding to invest in our ordinary shares.

SBBP

The number of ordinary shares shown above to be outstanding after this offering is based on 46,710,048 ordinary shares outstanding as
of June 30, 2018, and excludes:
§

8,661,560 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of stock options outstanding as of June 30, 2018, with a weightedaverage exercise price of $7.36 per ordinary share;

§

8,803,253 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of warrants outstanding as of June 30, 2018, with a weighted-average
exercise price of $3.78 per ordinary share;

§

173,400 ordinary shares issuable upon the vesting of 173,400 restricted stock units outstanding as of June 30, 2018;

§

1,541 ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our Non-Employee Director Equity Compensation Plan as of June 30,
2018;

§

162,693 ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2015 equity incentive plan as of June 30, 2018; and

§

692,200 ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2017 Inducement Plan as of June 30, 2018.
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Except as otherwise indicated, all information in this prospectus supplement assumes no exercise of the underwriter's option to
purchase additional ordinary shares, and does not reflect 470,000 ordinary shares that were issued on August 13, 2018 in connection with
the exercise of a warrant.
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RISK FACTORS
Investing in our ordinary shares involves a high degree of risk. Our business, prospects, financial condition or operating results could be
materially adversely affected by the risks identified below, as well as other risks not currently known to us or that we currently consider immaterial.
The trading price of our ordinary shares could decline due to any of these risks, and you may lose all or part of your investment. In assessing the
risks described below, you should also refer to the information contained in the 2017 Annual Report, in our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the
quarter ended June 30, 2018 and in the other documents which are incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement and the accompanying
prospectus in their entirety.
Risks Related to the Offering
Management will have broad discretion as to the use of the net proceeds from this offering, and we may not use the proceeds effectively.
Our management will have broad discretion as to the application of the net proceeds and could use them for purposes other than those
contemplated at the time of this offering. Our shareholders may not agree with the manner in which our management chooses to allocate and
spend the net proceeds. Moreover, our management may use the net proceeds for corporate purposes that may not increase our market value.
Investors in this offering will experience immediate and substantial dilution.
The public offering price of the ordinary shares offered pursuant to this prospectus supplement may be substantially higher than the pro
forma net tangible book value per share of our ordinary shares. Therefore, if you purchase ordinary shares in this offering, you will incur immediate
and substantial dilution in the pro forma net tangible book value per ordinary share from the price per share that you pay for such ordinary shares.
If the holders of outstanding options, warrants or other securities convertible into our ordinary shares exercise those options, warrants or other
such securities at prices below the public offering price, you will incur further dilution. See "Dilution" on page S-13 of this prospectus supplement
for a more detailed discussion of the dilution you will incur in this offering.
Future sales of substantial amounts of our ordinary shares could adversely affect the market price of our ordinary shares.
Future sales of substantial amounts of our ordinary shares, or securities convertible or exchangeable into ordinary shares, into the public
market, including ordinary shares issued upon exercise of options and warrants, or perceptions that those sales could occur, could adversely
affect the prevailing market price of our ordinary shares and our ability to raise capital in the future.
We have never paid cash dividends, do not expect to pay dividends in the foreseeable future and our ability to pay dividends, or
repurchase or redeem our ordinary shares, is limited by law.
We have not paid any dividends since our inception and do not anticipate paying any dividends on our ordinary shares in the foreseeable
future. Even if future operations lead to significant levels of distributable profits, we currently intend that any earnings will be reinvested in our
business and that dividends will not be paid until we have an established revenue stream to support continuing dividends. The proposal to pay
future dividends to shareholders will in addition effectively be at the sole discretion of our board of directors after taking into account various
factors our board of directors deems relevant, including our business prospects, capital requirements, financial
S-10
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performance and new product development. In addition, payment of future dividends is subject to certain limitations under the Irish Companies Act
2014, or the Irish Companies Act. The Irish Companies Act, among other requirements, requires Irish companies to have distributable reserves
available for distribution equal to or greater than the amount of the proposed dividend. In addition, the terms of our existing debt agreement restrict
our ability to pay dividends on our ordinary. Accordingly, investors cannot rely on dividend income from our ordinary shares and any returns on an
investment in our ordinary shares will likely depend entirely upon any future appreciation in the price of our ordinary shares.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
We estimate that the net proceeds from the sale of ordinary shares by us in this offering will be approximately $
(or approximately
$
if the if the underwriters exercise their option to purchase additional shares in full), after deducting the underwriting discounts and
commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us.
We intend to use the net proceeds from this offering to support the commercialization and life cycle management activities of Keveyis and
Macrilen, conduct development and regulatory activities, as well as facilitate commercial readiness, for Recorlev, and for other general corporate
purposes, which may include working capital, capital expenditures, acquisition of additional technologies or other forms of intellectual property,
acquisition of assets or businesses that are complementary to our existing business, and general and administrative expenses.
These expected uses of the net proceeds from this offering represent our intentions based upon our current financial condition, results of
operations, business plans and conditions. As of the date of this prospectus, we cannot predict with certainty all of the particular uses for the net
proceeds to be received upon the closing of this offering or the amounts that we will actually spend on the uses set forth above. The amounts and
timing of our actual expenditures may vary significantly depending on numerous factors. As a result, our management will retain broad discretion
over the allocation of the net proceeds from this offering.
Pending our use of the net proceeds from this offering as described above, we intend to invest the net proceeds in a variety of capital
preservation investments, including short-term, investment-grade, interest-bearing instruments and U.S. government securities.
S-12
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PRICE RANGE OF OUR ORDINARY SHARES
Our ordinary shares have traded on the Nasdaq Global Select Market since October 16, 2015 under the symbol "SBBP."
The following table sets forth, for the periods indicated, the reported high and low sale prices per share of our ordinary shares on The Nasdaq
Global Select Market.
High

Low

Year Ended December 31, 2018
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter (through August 13, 2018)

$ 9.03 $ 6.20
$ 9.25 $ 5.80
$ 6.55 $ 4.30

Year Ended December 31, 2017
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$
$
$
$

4.75
7.90
8.85
7.60

$
$
$
$

2.00
3.50
5.40
5.20

Year Ended December 31, 2016
First Quarter
Second Quarter
Third Quarter
Fourth Quarter

$
$
$
$

7.99
6.39
6.24
5.42

$
$
$
$

3.51
3.30
3.73
2.05

On August 13, 2018, the last reported sale price of our ordinary shares on The Nasdaq Global Select Market was $6.00 per ordinary share.
DIVIDEND POLICY
Since our inception, we have never declared or paid any cash dividends on our ordinary shares and do not anticipate paying any cash
dividends on our ordinary shares in the foreseeable future. We intend to retain all available funds and any future earnings to fund the development
and expansion of our business. As a result, investors in our ordinary shares will benefit in the foreseeable future only if our ordinary shares
appreciate in value.
Any determination to pay dividends in the future would be subject to compliance with applicable laws, including the Irish Companies Act,
which requires Irish companies to have profits available for distribution equal to or greater than the amount of the proposed dividend and the terms
of our debt agreement.
S-13
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DILUTION
If you invest in our ordinary shares in this offering, your ownership interest will be immediately diluted to the extent of the difference between
the public offering price per ordinary share and the as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share immediately after this offering.
At June 30, 2018, we had a net tangible book value of $(54.6) million, corresponding to a net tangible book value of $(1.17) per ordinary
share, based upon 46,710,048 ordinary shares outstanding as of that date. Net tangible book value per ordinary share represents the amount of our
total assets less our total liabilities, excluding intangible assets, divided by the total number of our ordinary shares outstanding at such date.
After giving effect to the sale of 9,000,000 ordinary shares in this offering at an offering price of $
per share, and after deducting
estimated underwriting discounts and commissions and estimated offering expenses payable by us, our as adjusted net tangible book value as of
June 30, 2018 would have been $
million or $
per ordinary share. This amount represents an immediate increase in pro forma as
adjusted net tangible book value of $
per share to our existing shareholders, and an immediate dilution in adjusted net tangible book value
of approximately $
per share to new investors purchasing shares of ordinary shares in this offering.
Dilution in net tangible book value per share represents the difference between the amount per share of our ordinary shares paid by
purchasers in this offering and the pro forma as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share after this offering. The following table
illustrates this dilution:
Public offering price per share
Historical net tangible book value per share as of June 30, 2018
Increase in net tangible book value per share attributable to new investors purchasing
ordinary shares in this offering
As adjusted net tangible book value per share after giving effect to this offering
Dilution per share to new investors purchasing ordinary shares in this offering

$
$ (1.17)

$

The foregoing discussion and table do not take into account further dilution to new investors that could occur upon the exercise of the
underwriters' option to purchase up to an additional 1,350,000 ordinary shares within 30 days of the date of this prospectus supplement. If the
underwriters exercise in full their option to purchase additional shares, the as adjusted net tangible book value per ordinary share after giving effect
to the offering would be $
per ordinary share, the increase in the net tangible book value per ordinary share to existing shareholders would
be $
per ordinary share and the dilution to new investors would be $
per ordinary share.
The number of ordinary shares shown above to be outstanding is based on 46,710,048 ordinary shares outstanding as of June 30, 2018, and
excludes:
§

8,661,560 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of stock options outstanding as of June 30, 2018, with a weighted-average
exercise price of $7.36 per ordinary share;

§

8,803,253 ordinary shares issuable upon the exercise of warrants outstanding as of June 30, 2018, with a weighted-average exercise
price of $3.78 per ordinary share;

§

173,400 ordinary shares issuable upon the vesting of 173,400 restricted stock units outstanding as of June 30, 2018;
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§

1,541 ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our Non-Employee Director Equity Compensation Plan as of June 30, 2018;

§

162,693 ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2015 Equity Compensation Plan as of June 30, 2018; and

§

692,200 ordinary shares reserved for future issuance under our 2017 Inducement Plan as of June 30, 2018.

In addition, we may choose to raise additional capital due to market conditions or strategic considerations, even if we believe we have
sufficient funds for our current or future operating plans. To the extent that we raise additional capital by issuing equity securities or convertible
debt, your ownership will be further diluted.
To the extent that new options are issued under our share-based compensation plans or we are required to issue additional warrants to CRG
Servicing LLC, or CRG, pursuant to the terms of our term loan agreement with CRG, there will be further dilution to investors participating in this
offering.
S-15
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TAXATION
The following summary contains a description of the material Irish and U.S. federal income tax consequences of the acquisition, ownership
and disposition of our ordinary shares, but it does not purport to be a comprehensive description of all the tax considerations that may be relevant.
The summary is based upon the tax laws of Ireland and regulations thereunder and on the tax laws of the United States and regulations thereunder
as of the date hereof, which are subject to change.
The tax consequences to you of an investment in our ordinary shares will depend, in part, on your own tax circumstances. You are urged to
consult with your own tax advisor about the federal, state, local and foreign tax consequences particular to your circumstances.
Irish Tax Considerations
Scope of Discussion
The following is a summary of the material Irish tax considerations applicable to certain investors who are the beneficial owners of our
ordinary shares. This summary is based on existing Irish tax law and our understanding of the practices of the Irish Revenue Commissioners.
Legislative, administrative or judicial changes may modify the tax consequences described in this summary, possibly with retroactive effect.
Furthermore, we can provide no assurances that the tax consequences contained in this summary will not be challenged by the Irish Revenue
Commissioners or will be sustained by an Irish court if they were to be challenged.
This summary does not constitute tax advice and is intended only as a general guide. This summary is not exhaustive and shareholders
should consult their own tax advisers about the Irish tax consequences (and the tax consequences under the laws of other relevant jurisdictions),
which may arise as a result of being a shareholder in our company including the acquisition, ownership and disposition of our ordinary shares.
Furthermore, this summary applies only to shareholders who will hold our ordinary shares as capital assets and does not apply to all categories of
shareholders, such as dealers in securities, trustees, insurance companies, collective investment schemes, pension funds or shareholders who
have, or who are deemed to have, acquired their shares by virtue of an office or employment performed or carried on in Ireland.
Irish Tax on Chargeable Gains
Non-Resident Shareholders
Shareholders who are not residents or ordinarily residents in Ireland for Irish tax purposes should not be liable to Irish tax on chargeable gains
realized on a disposal of our ordinary shares unless such shares are used, held or acquired for the purpose of a trade or business carried on by
such a shareholder in Ireland through a branch or an agency.
A shareholder who is an individual and who is temporarily not resident in Ireland may, under Irish anti-avoidance legislation, still be liable to
Irish tax on any chargeable gain realized on a disposal of our ordinary shares during the period in which the individual is a non-resident.
Irish Dividend Withholding Tax
Our company does not anticipate paying dividends for the foreseeable future. However, if in the future we were to pay a dividend or make a
distribution to our shareholders, that distribution may be subject to dividend withholding tax, or DWT, at the standard rate of Irish income tax
(currently 20%) unless one of the exemptions described below applies.
For DWT and Irish income tax purposes, a dividend includes any distribution made to shareholders, including cash dividends, non-cash
dividends and any additional shares taken in lieu
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of a cash dividend. Where an exemption from DWT does not apply in respect of a distribution made to a particular shareholder, we are responsible
for withholding DWT at source in respect of the distributions made and remitting the tax withheld to the Irish Revenue Commissioners.
General Exemptions
Certain shareholders, both individual and corporate, are entitled to an exemption from DWT. In particular, dividends paid to a non-Irish
resident shareholder will not be subject to DWT where the shareholder is beneficially entitled to the dividend and is:
§

an individual shareholder that is resident for tax purposes in a "relevant territory" and the individual is neither resident nor ordinarily
resident in Ireland;

§

a corporate shareholder that is resident for tax purposes in a "relevant territory," and is not under the control, whether directly or
indirectly, of a person or persons who is or are resident in Ireland;

§

a corporate shareholder that is not resident for tax purposes in Ireland and that is ultimately controlled, directly or indirectly, by
persons resident in a "relevant territory;"

§

a corporate shareholder that is not a resident for tax purposes in Ireland and whose principal class of shares, or those of its 75%
direct or indirect parent, is substantially and regularly traded on a stock exchange in Ireland, on a recognized share exchange in a
"relevant territory" or on such other share exchange as may be approved by the Irish Minister for Finance; or

§

a corporate shareholder that is not resident for tax purposes in Ireland and is wholly-owned, directly or indirectly, by two or more
companies where the principal class of shares of each of such companies is substantially and regularly traded on a stock exchange
in Ireland, on a recognized share exchange in a "relevant territory" or on such other share exchange as may be approved by the Irish
Minister for Finance;

and provided, in all cases noted above (but subject to "Shares Held by U.S. Resident Shareholders" below), Strongbridge Biopharma plc or, in
respect of Strongbridge Biopharma plc shares held through a Depositary Trust Company, or DTC, any qualifying intermediary appointed by
Strongbridge Biopharma plc, has received from the shareholder, where required, the relevant Irish DWT declaration forms prior to the payment of
the dividend. In practice, in order to ensure sufficient time to process the receipt of relevant Irish DWT declaration forms, the Strongbridge
Biopharma plc shareholder where required should furnish the relevant Irish DWT declaration forms to:
§

its broker (and the relevant information is further transmitted to any qualifying intermediary appointed by Strongbridge Biopharma plc)
before the record date for the dividend (or such later date before the dividend payment date as may be notified to the shareholder by
the broker) if its shares are held through DTC; or

§

Strongbridge Biopharma plc's transfer agent at least seven business days before the record date for the dividend if its shares are
held outside of DTC.
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A list of "relevant territories" for the purposes of DWT (as of February 7, 2018), is set forth below and this list is subject to change:
Albania
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Bahrain
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic

Denmark
Egypt
Estonia
Ethiopia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Israel
Italy

Japan
Kazakhstan
Republic of Korea
Kuwait
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macedonia
Malaysia
Malta
Mexico
Moldova
Montenegro
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden

Switzerland
Thailand
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of America
Uzbekistan
Vietnam
Zambia

It is the responsibility of each individual shareholder to determine whether or not they are a "resident" for tax purposes in a "relevant
territory."
Prior to paying any future dividend, our company will enter into an agreement with an institution which is recognized by the Irish Revenue
Commissioners as a "qualifying intermediary" and which satisfies the requirements for dividends to be paid to certain shareholders free from DWT
where such shareholders hold their shares through DTC, as described below. The agreement will generally provide for certain arrangements relating
to distributions in respect of those shares that are held through DTC. The agreement will provide that the "qualifying intermediary" shall distribute
or otherwise make available to Cede & Co., as nominee for DTC, any cash dividend or other cash distribution to be made to holders of the
deposited securities, after we deliver or cause to be delivered to the "qualifying intermediary" the cash to be distributed.
We will rely on the information received directly or indirectly from brokers and their transfer agent in determining where shareholders reside
and whether they have furnished the required U.S. tax information, as described below. Shareholders who are required to furnish Irish DWT
declaration forms in order to receive their dividends without DWT should note that those declarations forms are only valid until 31 December of the
fifth year after the year of issue/certification of the forms and new DWT declarations forms must be completed and filed before the expiration of
that period to enable the shareholder continue to receive dividends without DWT.
Shares Held by U.S. Resident Shareholders
Dividends paid on our ordinary shares that are owned by residents of the United States should not be subject to DWT, subject to the
completion and delivery of the relevant forms to us.
Residents of the United States who hold their shares through DTC should be entitled to receive dividends without DWT provided that the
address of the beneficial owner of the shares in the records of the broker holding such shares is in the United States. We would strongly
recommend that such shareholders ensure that their information has been properly recorded by their brokers so that such brokers can further
transmit the relevant information to a qualifying intermediary appointed by us.
Residents of the United States who hold their shares outside of DTC will be entitled to receive dividends without DWT provided that the
shareholder has completed the relevant Irish DWT
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declaration form and this declaration form remains valid. Such shareholders must provide the relevant Irish DWT declaration form to our transfer
agent at least seven business days before the record date of the dividend payment to which they are entitled. We would strongly recommend that
such shareholders complete the relevant Irish DWT declaration form and provide them to our transfer agent as soon as possible after acquiring
shares in our company.
If a U.S. resident shareholder is entitled to an exemption from DWT, but receives a dividend subject to DWT, that shareholder may be
entitled to claim a refund of DWT from the Irish Revenue Commissioners, subject to certain time limits and provided the shareholder is beneficially
entitled to the dividend.
Shares Held by Residents of "Relevant Territories" Other Than the United States
Shareholders who are residents of "relevant territories" other than the United States, and who are entitled to an exemption from DWT, must
complete the relevant Irish DWT declaration form in order to receive dividends without DWT.
Shareholders must provide the relevant Irish DWT declaration form to their brokers so that such brokers can further transmit the relevant
information to a qualifying intermediary appointed by us before the record date of the dividend to which they are entitled, in the case of shares held
through DTC, or to our transfer agent at least seven business days before such record date, in the case of shares held outside of DTC. We would
strongly recommend that such shareholders complete the relevant Irish DWT declaration form and provide that form to their brokers or our transfer
agent as soon as possible after acquiring shares in our company.
If a shareholder who is resident in a "relevant territory" and is entitled to an exemption from DWT receives a dividend subject to DWT, that
shareholder may be entitled to claim a refund of DWT from the Irish Revenue Commissioners, subject to certain time limits and provided the
shareholder is beneficially entitled to the dividend.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the General Exemptions from DWT referred to above do not apply to an individual shareholder that is resident
or ordinarily resident in Ireland or to a corporate entity that is resident in Ireland or that is under the control, whether directly or indirectly, of a
person or persons who is or who are resident in Ireland. However, other exemptions from DWT may still be available to such shareholder.
In addition, it may also be possible for certain shareholders to rely on a double tax treaty to limit the applicable DWT.
Shares Held by Other Persons
A shareholder that does not fall within one of the categories specifically mentioned above may nonetheless fall within other exemptions from
DWT provided that the shareholder has completed the relevant Irish DWT declaration form and this declaration form remains valid.
If any such shareholder is exempt from DWT but receives a dividend subject to DWT, that shareholder may be entitled to claim a refund of
DWT from the Irish Revenue Commissioners, subject to certain time limits.
Income Tax on Dividends Paid
Irish income tax may arise for certain shareholders in respect of any dividends received from us.
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Non-Irish Resident Shareholders
A shareholder that is not resident or ordinarily resident in Ireland for Irish tax purposes and who is entitled to an exemption from DWT
generally has no liability to Irish income tax or other similar charges with respect to any dividends received from us. An exception to this position
may apply where a shareholder holds our ordinary shares through a branch or agency in Ireland through which a trade is carried on.
A shareholder that is not resident or ordinarily resident in Ireland for Irish tax purposes and who is not entitled to an exemption from DWT
generally has no additional liability to Irish income tax or other similar charges on any dividends received from us. In these circumstances, the
shareholder's liability to Irish tax is effectively limited to the amount of DWT withheld by us. An exception to this position may apply where a
shareholder holds our ordinary shares through a branch or an agency in Ireland through which a trade is carried on.
Capital Acquisitions Tax
Capital acquisitions tax, or CAT, consists principally of gift tax and inheritance tax. A gift or inheritance of our ordinary shares, including
where such shares are held in DTC, may attract a charge to CAT irrespective of the place of residence, ordinary residence or domicile of the
transferor or the transferee of the shares. This is because a charge to CAT may arise on a gift or inheritance which comprises of property situated
in Ireland. Our ordinary shares are regarded as property situated in Ireland for CAT purposes because our share register must be retained in
Ireland. The person who receives the gift or inheritance is primarily liable for any CAT that may arise.
CAT is levied at a rate of 33% above certain tax-free thresholds. The appropriate tax-free threshold is dependent upon (1) the relationship
between the donor and the donee and (2) the aggregation of the values of previous gifts and inheritances received by the donee from persons
within the same group threshold. Gifts and inheritances passing between spouses are exempt from CAT. Shareholders should consult their own
tax advisers as to whether CAT is creditable or deductible in computing any domestic tax liabilities.
Irish Stamp Duty
The rate of Irish stamp duty, where applicable, on the transfer of shares in an Irish incorporated company is 1% of the price paid or the
market value of the shares acquired, whichever is greater. Where a charge to Irish stamp duty applies it is generally a liability for the transferee.
Irish stamp duty may, depending on the manner in which our ordinary shares are held, be payable in respect of the transfer of our ordinary shares.
Shares held through DTC
On the basis that most of our shares are expected to be held through DTC, or through brokers who hold shares on behalf of their customers
through DTC, the transfer of such shares should be exempt from Irish stamp duty based on established practice of Irish Revenue Commissioners.
We received written confirmation from the Irish Revenue Commissioners on June 22, 2015 that a transfer of our shares held through DTC and
transferred by means of a book-entry interest would be exempt from Irish stamp duty.
Shares Held Outside of DTC or Transferred Into or Out of DTC
A transfer of our ordinary shares where any of the parties to the transfer hold the shares outside of DTC may be subject to Irish stamp duty.
A shareholder should be entitled to transfer our ordinary shares into, or out of, DTC without giving rise to Irish stamp duty provided (1) there is no
change in beneficial ownership of the shares and (2) at the time of the transfer into, or out of, DTC, is not
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effected in contemplation of a subsequent sale of such shares by the beneficial owner to a third party.
To avoid Irish stamp duty on transfers of our ordinary shares any directly registered shareholder may wish to consider opening a broker
account, and any person who wishes to acquire our ordinary shares may wish to consider holding such shares through DTC.
DTC Requirement
In order for DTC, Cede & Co. and National Securities Clearing Corporation, or NSCC, which provides clearing services for securities that are
eligible for the depository and book-entry transfer services provided by DTC and registered in the name of Cede & Co., which entities are referred
to collectively as the DTC Parties, to agree to provide services with respect to our ordinary shares, we have entered into a composition agreement
with the Irish Revenue Commissioners under which we have agreed to pay or procure the payment of any obligation for any Irish stamp duty or
similar Irish transfer or documentary tax with respect to our ordinary shares, on (1) transfers to which any of the DTC Parties is a party or (2) which
may be processed through the services of any of the DTC Parties and the DTC Parties have received confirmation from the Irish Revenue
Commissioners that during the period that such composition agreement remains in force, the DTC Parties shall not be liable for any Irish stamp
duty with respect to our ordinary shares.
In addition, to assure the DTC Parties that they will not be liable for any Irish stamp duty or similar Irish transfer or documentary tax with
respect to our ordinary shares under any circumstances, including as a result of a change in applicable law, and to make other provisions with
respect to our ordinary shares required by the DTC Parties, we and our transfer agent have entered into a Special Eligibility Agreement for
Securities with DTC, Cede & Co. and NSCC, or the DTC Eligibility Agreement.
The DTC Eligibility Agreement provides for certain indemnities of the DTC Parties by us and Computershare, Inc. (as to which we indemnify
Computershare, Inc.) and provides that DTC may impose a global lock on our ordinary shares or otherwise limit transactions in the shares, or
cause the shares to be withdrawn, and NSCC may, in its sole discretion, exclude our ordinary shares from its continuous net settlement service or
any other service, and any of the DTC Parties may take other restrictive measures with respect to our ordinary shares as it may deem necessary
and appropriate, without any liability on the part of any of the DTC Parties, (1) at any time that it may appear to any of the DTC Parties, in any
such party's sole discretion, that to continue to hold or process transactions in our ordinary shares will give rise to any Irish stamp duty or similar
Irish transfer or documentary tax liability with respect to our ordinary shares on the part of any of the DTC Parties or (2) otherwise as DTC's rules
or NSCC's rules provide.
Notwithstanding our entry into a composition agreement with the Irish Revenue Commissioners and the indemnities given pursuant to the
DTC Eligibility Agreement, any stamp duty liability resulting from a transfer of our shares will be for the "accountable person" under Irish law
(generally the transferee) and, to the extent we or a subsidiary of our company discharges such liability, on any transferee's behalf, we will seek
payment or reimbursement of such liability.
THE IRISH TAX CONSIDERATIONS SUMMARIZED ABOVE ARE FOR GENERAL INFORMATION ONLY. EACH SHAREHOLDER
SHOULD CONSULT HIS OR HER OWN TAX ADVISOR AS TO THE PARTICULAR TAX CONSEQUENCES THAT MAY APPLY TO SUCH
SHAREHOLDER.
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Material U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations for U.S. Holders
The following is a discussion of the material U.S. federal income tax considerations to U.S. Holders (as defined below) of owning and
disposing of our ordinary shares, but it does not purport to be a comprehensive description of all tax considerations that may be relevant to a
particular person's decision to acquire our ordinary shares. This discussion applies only to a U.S. Holder that holds ordinary shares as capital
assets within the meaning of Section 1221 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or the Code, (generally, property held for
investment). In addition, it does not describe all of the tax consequences that may be relevant in light of the U.S. Holder's particular
circumstances, including alternative minimum tax consequences, any state or local tax considerations, any U.S. federal gift, estate or generationskipping transfer tax consequences and tax consequences applicable to U.S. Holders subject to special rules, such as:
§

certain financial institutions;

§

brokers;

§

dealers or traders in securities who use a mark-to-market method of tax accounting;

§

real estate investment trusts;

§

insurance companies;

§

persons holding ordinary shares as part of a hedging transaction, straddle, wash sale, conversion transaction or integrated
transaction or persons entering into a constructive sale with respect to the ordinary shares;

§

regulated investment companies;

§

persons whose functional currency for U.S. federal income tax purposes is not the U.S. dollar;

§

entities classified as partnerships or other pass-through entities for U.S. federal income tax purposes, including persons that will hold
our ordinary shares through such an entity;

§

tax-exempt entities, including an "individual retirement account" or "Roth IRA;"

§

persons that own, directly, indirectly or through attribution, ten percent or more of our voting power or value;

§

persons that are U.S. expatriates;

§

persons subject to section 451(b) of the Code;

§

persons who acquired our ordinary shares pursuant to the exercise of an employee stock option or otherwise as compensation; or

§

persons holding shares in connection with a trade or business conducted outside of the United States.

If an entity or arrangement that is classified as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes holds ordinary shares, the U.S. federal
income tax consequences relating to an investment in the ordinary shares will depend in part upon the status and activities of such entity or
arrangement and the particular partners thereof. Any such entity or arrangement, and partners in such entities or arrangements, should consult
their tax advisers as to their particular U.S. federal income tax consequences of holding and disposing of the ordinary shares.
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This discussion is based on the Code, administrative pronouncements, judicial decisions, and final, temporary and proposed U.S. Treasury
regulations, all as of the date hereof, any of which is subject to change, possibly with retroactive effect.
As used in this discussion, a "U.S. Holder" is a holder who, for U.S. federal income tax purposes, is a beneficial owner of ordinary shares
who is:
§

an individual who is a citizen or resident of the United States;

§

a corporation, or other entity taxable as a corporation, created or organized in or under the laws of the United States, any state
therein or the District of Columbia;

§

an estate whose income is includible in gross income for U.S. federal income tax purposes regardless of its source; or

§

a trust if (1) a U.S. court is able to exercise primary supervision over the administration of the trust and one or more U.S. persons
have authority to control all substantial decisions of the trust or (2) the trust has a valid election in effect under applicable Treasury
Regulations to be treated as a U.S. person.

U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers concerning the U.S. federal, state, local and foreign tax consequences of owning and
disposing of ordinary shares in their particular circumstances.
Passive Foreign Investment Company Rules
In general, a non-U.S. corporation will be considered a passive foreign investment company, or a PFIC, for any taxable year in which (1) 75%
or more of its gross income consists of passive income or (2) 50% or more of the average quarterly value of its assets consists of assets that
produce, or are held for the production of, passive income. For purposes of the above calculations, a non-U.S. corporation that directly or indirectly
owns at least 25% by value of the shares of another corporation is treated as if it held its proportionate share of the assets of the other corporation
and received directly its proportionate share of the income of the other corporation. Passive income generally includes, among other things,
dividends, interest, rents, royalties and certain gains from the sale or exchange of property that gives rise to passive income. Assets that produce
or are held for the production of passive income generally include cash, even if held as working capital or raised in a public offering, marketable
securities, and other assets that may produce passive income.
Our status as a PFIC will depend on the nature and composition of our income and the nature, composition and value of our assets (which,
assuming we are not a "controlled foreign corporation," under Section 957(a) of the Code for the year being tested, may be determined based on
the fair market value of each asset, with the value of goodwill and going concern value being determined in large part by reference to the market
value of the ordinary shares, which may be volatile). Based upon the value of our assets, including any goodwill, and the nature and composition
of our income, we believe that we were classified as a PFIC for our taxable year ending December 31, 2017 and that we may well be classified as
a PFIC for our current taxable year ending December 31, 2018. We may also be classified as a PFIC in future taxable years. We must determine
our PFIC status annually based on tests which are factual in nature, and our status will depend on our income, assets and activities each year.
If we are a PFIC for any taxable year during which a U.S. Holder holds our ordinary shares, the U.S. Holder could be liable for additional
taxes and interest charges under the PFIC "excess distribution" regime upon (i) a distribution paid during a taxable year that is greater than 125%
of the average annual distributions paid in the three preceding taxable years, or, if shorter, the U.S. Holder's holding period for the ordinary shares,
and (ii) any gain recognized on a sale, exchange or
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other disposition, including a pledge, of the ordinary shares, whether or not we continue to be a PFIC. Under the PFIC excess distribution regime,
the tax on such distribution or gain would be determined by allocating the distribution or gain ratably over the U.S. Holder's holding period for the
ordinary shares. The amounts allocated to the taxable year in which the distribution occurs or the gain is recognized and to years before we
became a PFIC will be taxed as ordinary income. The amounts allocated to each other taxable year will be subject to tax at the highest rate in
effect for that taxable year for individuals or corporations, as appropriate, applicable to ordinary income, and an interest charge will be imposed on
the tax attributable to the allocated amounts.
If we are a PFIC for any year during which a U.S. Holder holds ordinary shares, we generally will continue to be treated as a PFIC with
respect to the holder for all succeeding years during which the U.S. Holder holds ordinary shares, even if we cease to meet the threshold
requirements for PFIC status, unless we cease to meet the requirements for PFIC status and the U.S. Holder makes a "deemed sale" election
with respect to the ordinary shares. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding the potential availability of a "deemed sale" election
that would allow them to eliminate this continuing PFIC status under certain circumstances.
If we are a PFIC for any taxable year during which a U.S. Holder holds ordinary shares, and one of our non-U.S. corporate subsidiaries is
also a PFIC (i.e., a lower tier PFIC), such U.S. Holder would be treated as owning a proportionate amount (by value) of the shares of the lower tier
PFIC and would be taxed under the PFIC excess distribution regime on distributions by the lower tier PFIC and on gain from the disposition of
shares of the lower tier PFIC even though such U.S. Holder would not receive the proceeds of those distributions or dispositions. Each U.S. Holder
is advised to consult its tax advisors regarding the application of the PFIC rules to our non-U.S. subsidiaries.
If the ordinary shares are "regularly traded" on a "qualified exchange," a U.S. Holder may make a mark-to-market election that would result in
tax treatment different from the general tax treatment for PFICs described above. The ordinary shares will be treated as "regularly traded" in any
calendar year in which more than a de minimis quantity of the ordinary shares is traded on a qualified exchange on at least 15 days during each
calendar quarter. The ordinary shares are listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market, which is a qualified exchange for this purpose. U.S. If a
mark-to-market election is in effect, a U.S. Holder generally would take into account, as ordinary income for each taxable year of the U.S. Holder,
the excess of the fair market value of the ordinary shares held at the end of such taxable year over the adjusted tax basis of such ordinary shares.
The U.S. Holder would also take into account, as an ordinary loss each year, the excess of the adjusted tax basis of such ordinary shares over
their fair market value at the end of the taxable year, but only to the extent of the excess of amounts previously included in income over ordinary
losses deducted as a result of the mark-to-market election. The U.S. Holder's tax basis in ordinary shares would be adjusted to reflect any income
or loss recognized as a result of the mark-to-market election. Any gain from a sale, exchange or other disposition of ordinary shares in any taxable
year in which we are a PFIC would be treated as ordinary income and any loss from such sale, exchange or other disposition would be treated first
as ordinary loss (to the extent of any net mark-to-market gains previously included in income) and thereafter as capital loss.
A mark-to-market election will not apply to ordinary shares for any taxable year during which we are not a PFIC, but will remain in effect with
respect to any subsequent taxable year in which we become a PFIC. Such election will not apply to any of our non-U.S. subsidiaries. Accordingly,
a U.S. Holder may continue to be subject to tax under the PFIC excess distribution regime with respect to any of our lower-tier PFICs as described
above, notwithstanding the U.S. Holder's mark-to-market election for the ordinary shares. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding
the availability and advisability of making a mark-to-market election in their particular circumstances.
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Alternatively, a U.S. Holder can make an election, if we provide the necessary information, to treat us and each lower-tier PFIC as a qualified
electing fund, a QEF Election, in the first taxable year that we are treated as a PFIC with respect to the U.S. Holder. A U.S. Holder must make the
QEF Election for each PFIC by attaching a separate properly completed IRS Form 8621 for each PFIC to the U.S. Holder's timely filed U.S.
federal income tax return. U.S. Holders should be aware that there can be no assurances that we will satisfy the record keeping requirements that
apply to a QEF, or that we will supply U.S. Holders with information that such U.S. Holders are required to report under the QEF rules, in the event
that we are a PFIC. Thus, U.S. Holders may not be able to make a QEF Election with respect to their ordinary shares. Further, no assurance can
be given that such QEF information will be available for any lower-tier PFICs. Each U.S. Holder should consult its own tax advisers regarding the
availability of, and procedure for making, a QEF Election.
If a U.S. Holder makes a QEF Election with respect to a PFIC, the holder will be taxed on a current basis on its pro rata share of the PFIC's
ordinary earnings and net capital gain (at ordinary income and capital gain rates, respectively) for each taxable year that the entity is classified as
a PFIC and for which the QEF election is in place and properly maintained. If a U.S. Holder makes a QEF Election with respect to us, any
distributions paid by us out of our earnings and profits that were previously included in the U.S. Holder's income under the QEF Election would not
be taxable to the U.S. Holder. A U.S. Holder will increase its tax basis in its ordinary shares by an amount equal to any income included under the
QEF Election and will decrease its tax basis by any amount distributed on the ordinary shares that is not included in the U.S. Holder's income. In
addition, a U.S. Holder will recognize capital gain or loss on the disposition of ordinary shares in an amount equal to the difference between the
amount realized and the U.S. Holder's adjusted tax basis in the ordinary shares. U.S. Holders should note that if they make QEF Elections with
respect to us and lower-tier PFICs, they may be required to pay U.S. federal income tax with respect to their ordinary shares for any taxable year
significantly in excess of any cash distributions received on the shares for such taxable year. U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers
regarding making QEF Elections in their particular circumstances.
If we were a PFIC for any taxable year during which a U.S. Holder held ordinary shares, such U.S. Holder would be required to file an annual
information report with such U.S. Holder's U.S. Federal income tax return on IRS Form 8621.
U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers concerning our PFIC status and the tax considerations relevant to an investment in a PFIC.
Taxation of Distributions
Subject to the PFIC rules described above, a U.S. Holder that receives distributions on ordinary shares, other than certain pro rata
distributions of ordinary shares, will be required to include the gross amount of such distributions in gross income as a dividend when actually or
constructively received to the extent of the U.S. Holder's pro rata share of our current or accumulated earnings and profits (as determined under
U.S. federal income tax principles). Because we do not maintain calculations of our earnings and profits under U.S. federal income tax principles,
it is expected that distributions generally will be reported to U.S. Holders as dividends. The amount of a dividend will include any amounts withheld
by us in respect of Irish taxes. The amount of the dividend will be treated as foreign-source dividend income to U.S. Holders and will not be eligible
for the dividends-received deduction generally available to U.S. corporations under the Code. The amount of any dividend income paid in Euros will
be the U.S. dollar amount calculated by reference to the exchange rate in effect on the date of actual or constructive receipt, regardless of whether
the payment is in fact converted into U.S. dollars. If the dividend is converted into U.S. dollars on the date of actual or constructive receipt, a U.S.
Holder should not be required to recognize foreign currency gain or loss in respect of the dividend income. A U.S. Holder may have foreign
currency gain or loss if the dividend is converted into U.S. dollars after the date of actual or constructive receipt, which foreign currency gain or
loss will be "U.S. source" ordinary income or loss.
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Dividends paid by a "qualified foreign corporation" are eligible for taxation to non-corporate U.S. Holders at a reduced capital gains rate rather
than the marginal tax rates generally applicable to ordinary income provided that certain requirements are met, including holding period and the
absence of certain risk reduction transaction requirements. A non-United States corporation (other than a corporation that is classified as a PFIC
for the taxable year in which the dividend is paid or the preceding taxable year) generally will be considered to be a qualified foreign corporation
(a) if it is eligible for the benefits of a comprehensive tax treaty with the United States which the Secretary of Treasury of the United States
determines is satisfactory for purposes of this provision and which includes an exchange of information provision, or (b) with respect to any
dividend it pays on ordinary shares that are readily tradable on an established securities market in the United States. The ordinary shares will be
treated as readily tradable on an established securities market in the United States if they are listed on Nasdaq Global Select Market, which we
intend them to be. However, if we are classified as a PFIC for the taxable year in which we pay a dividend or the prior taxable year, we will not be
treated as a foreign qualified corporation and the preferential tax rate with respect to dividends paid to certain non-corporate U.S. Holders would not
apply. U.S. Holders should consult their own tax advisors regarding the availability of the lower rate for dividends paid with respect to the ordinary
shares.
Subject to applicable limitations, some of which vary depending upon the U.S. Holder's circumstances, Irish income taxes withheld from
dividends on ordinary shares may be creditable against the U.S. Holder's U.S. federal income tax liability. The rules governing foreign tax credits
are complex, and U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers regarding the creditability of foreign taxes in their particular circumstances. In lieu
of claiming a foreign tax credit, U.S. Holders may, at their election, deduct foreign taxes, including the Irish tax, in computing their taxable income,
subject to generally applicable limitations under U.S. law. An election to deduct foreign taxes instead of claiming foreign tax credits applies to all
foreign taxes paid or accrued in the taxable year.
U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers concerning the tax impact of the receipt of distributions from us.
Sale or Other Disposition of Ordinary Shares
Subject to the PFIC rules described above, for U.S. federal income tax purposes, gain or loss realized on the sale or other disposition of
ordinary shares will be capital gain or loss, and will be long-term capital gain or loss if, on the date of the sale or other disposition, the U.S. Holder
held the ordinary shares for more than one year. The amount of the gain or loss will equal the difference between the U.S. Holder's tax basis in the
ordinary shares disposed of and the amount realized on the disposition (i.e., the amount of cash plus the fair market value of any other property
received), in each case as determined in U.S. dollars. This gain or loss will generally be U.S.-source gain or loss for foreign tax credit purposes.
Non-corporate U.S. Holders (including individuals) generally will be subject to U.S. federal income tax on long-term capital gains at preferential
rates. The deductibility of capital losses is subject to limitations.
Net Investment Income Tax
U.S. Holders that are individuals or estates or trusts that do not fall into a special class of trusts that is exempt from such tax, will be
required to pay an additional 3.8% tax on the lesser of (1) the U.S. Holder's "net investment income" for the relevant taxable year and (2) the
excess of the U.S. Holder's modified adjusted gross income for the taxable year over a certain threshold (which in the case of individuals will be
between US $125,000 and US $250,000, depending on the individual's circumstances). A U.S. Holder's "net investment income" will generally
include, among other things, dividends and capital gains. Such tax will apply to dividends and to capital gains from the sale or
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other disposition of the ordinary shares, unless derived in the ordinary course of the conduct of a trade or business (other than a trade or business
that consists of certain passive or trading activities). Special rules apply and certain elections are available for certain U.S. Holders that are
subject to the 3.8% tax on net investment income and hold shares in a PFIC. Potential investors should consult with their own tax advisers
regarding the application of the net investment income tax to them as a result of their investment in our ordinary shares.
Information Reporting and Backup Withholding
Payments of dividends and sales proceeds that are made within the United States or through certain U.S.-related financial intermediaries
generally are subject to information reporting, and may be subject to backup withholding, unless (1) the U.S. Holder is a corporation or other
exempt recipient or (2) in the case of backup withholding, the U.S. Holder provides a correct taxpayer identification number and certifies that it is
not subject to backup withholding.
Backup withholding is not an additional tax. Amounts withheld as backup withholding may be credited against such holder's U.S. federal
income tax liability, and such holder may obtain a refund of any excess amounts withheld under the backup withholding rules by filing an
appropriate claim for refund with the IRS and furnishing any required information in a timely manner. U.S. Holders of ordinary shares should consult
their tax advisers regarding the application of the U.S. information reporting and backup withholding rules.
Information With Respect to Foreign Financial Assets
Certain U.S. Holders who are individuals (and, under proposed regulations, certain entities) may be required to report information relating to
an interest in our ordinary shares on IRS Form 8938 (Statement of Specified Foreign Financial Assets), subject to certain exceptions (including an
exception for ordinary shares held in accounts maintained by certain U.S. financial institutions). U.S. Holders should consult their tax advisers
regarding the effect, if any, of this requirement on their ownership and disposition of the ordinary shares.
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UNDERWRITING
We and the underwriters for the offering named below have entered into an underwriting agreement with respect to the ordinary shares being
offered. Subject to the terms and conditions of the underwriting agreement, each underwriter has severally agreed to purchase from us the number
of ordinary shares set forth opposite its name below. Cowen and Company, LLC and Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated are acting as the
representatives of the underwriters.
Number of
Ordinary Shares

Underwriter

Cowen and Company, LLC
Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated
JMP Securities LLC
Total

9,000,000

The underwriting agreement provides that the obligations of the underwriters are subject to certain conditions precedent and that the
underwriters have agreed, severally and not jointly, to purchase all of the ordinary shares sold under the underwriting agreement if any of these
shares are purchased, other than those ordinary shares covered by the option to purchase additional shares described below. If an underwriter
defaults, the underwriting agreement provides that the purchase commitments of the non-defaulting underwriters may be increased or the
underwriting agreement may be terminated.
We have agreed to indemnify the underwriters against specified liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act and to contribute to
payments the underwriters may be required to make in respect thereof.
The underwriters are offering the ordinary shares, subject to prior sale, when, as and if issued to and accepted by them, subject to approval
of legal matters by their counsel and other conditions specified in the underwriting agreement. The underwriters reserve the right to withdraw,
cancel or modify offers to the public and to reject orders in whole or in part.
Option to Purchase Additional Shares. We have granted to the underwriters an option to purchase up to 1,350,000 additional ordinary
shares at the public offering price, less the underwriting discount. This option is exercisable for a period of 30 days. To the extent that the
underwriters exercise this option, the underwriters will purchase additional ordinary shares from us in approximately the same proportion as shown
in the table above.
Discounts and Commissions. The following table shows the public offering price, underwriting discount and proceeds, before expenses to
us. These amounts are shown assuming both no exercise and full exercise of the underwriters' option to purchase additional ordinary shares.
We estimate that the total expenses of the offering, excluding underwriting discount, will be approximately $
We have also agreed to reimburse the underwriters
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for up to $15,000 of fees and expenses related to the review by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority of the terms of this offering.

Per Share

Public offering price
Underwriting discount
Proceeds, before expenses, to Strongbridge

$
$
$

Total
Without Option to
Purchase
Additional Shares

With Option to
Purchase
Additional Shares

$
$
$

$
$
$

The underwriters propose to offer the ordinary shares to the public at the public offering price set forth on the cover of this prospectus
supplement. The underwriters may offer the ordinary shares to securities dealers at the public offering price less a concession not in excess of
$
per share. If all of the ordinary shares are not sold at the public offering price, the underwriters may change the offering price and other
selling terms.
Discretionary Accounts.
discretionary authority.

The underwriters do not intend to confirm sales of the ordinary shares to any accounts over which they have

Stabilization. In connection with this offering, the underwriters may engage in stabilizing transactions, short sale transactions, syndicate
covering transactions, penalty bids and purchases to cover positions created by short sales.
§

Stabilizing transactions permit bids to purchase ordinary shares so long as the stabilizing bids do not exceed a specified maximum,
and are engaged in for the purpose of preventing or retarding a decline in the market price of the ordinary shares while the offering is
in progress.

§

Short sale transactions involve sales by the underwriters of ordinary shares in excess of the number of shares the underwriters are
obligated to purchase. This creates a syndicate short position which may be either a covered short position or a naked short
position. In a covered short position, the number of ordinary shares sold by the underwriters is not greater than the number of
ordinary shares that the underwriters may purchase pursuant to the option to purchase additional shares in this offering. In a naked
short position, the number of ordinary shares involved is greater than the number of ordinary shares that the underwriters may
purchase pursuant to the option to purchase additional shares in this offering. The underwriters may close out any short position by
exercising their option to purchase additional shares and/or purchasing ordinary shares in the open market.

§

Syndicate covering transactions involve purchases of ordinary shares in the open market after the distribution has been completed in
order to cover syndicate short positions. In determining the source of ordinary shares to close out the short position, the underwriters
will consider, among other things, the price of ordinary shares available for purchase in the open market as compared with the price
at which they may purchase ordinary shares through exercise of their option to purchase additional shares from us. If the
underwriters sell more ordinary shares than could be covered by exercise of their option to purchase additional shares and, therefore,
have a naked short position, the position can be closed out only by buying ordinary shares in the open market. A naked short
position is more likely to be created if the underwriters are concerned that after pricing there could be downward pressure on the price
of the ordinary shares in the open market that could adversely affect investors who purchase in the offering.
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§

Penalty bids permit the representative to reclaim a selling concession from a syndicate member when the ordinary shares originally
sold by that syndicate member are purchased in stabilizing or syndicate covering transactions to cover syndicate short positions.

These stabilizing transactions, syndicate covering transactions and penalty bids may have the effect of raising or maintaining the market
price of our ordinary shares or preventing or retarding a decline in the market price of our ordinary shares. As a result, the price of our ordinary
shares in the open market may be higher than it would otherwise be in the absence of these transactions. Neither we nor the underwriters make
any representation or prediction as to the effect that the transactions described above may have on the price of our ordinary shares. These
transactions may be effected on the Nasdaq Global Select Market, in the over-the-counter market or otherwise and, if commenced, may be
discontinued at any time.
Passive Market Making. In connection with this offering, underwriters and selling group members may engage in passive market making
transactions in our ordinary shares on the Nasdaq Global Select Market in accordance with Rule 103 of Regulation M under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, during a period before the commencement of offers or sales of ordinary shares and
extending through the completion of the distribution. A passive market maker must display its bid at a price not in excess of the highest
independent bid of that security. However, if all independent bids are lowered below the passive market maker's bid, that bid must then be lowered
when specified purchase limits are exceeded.
Lock-Up Agreements. Pursuant to certain "lock-up" agreements, we and our executive officers and directors, have agreed, subject to
certain exceptions, not to, directly or indirectly, offer, pledge, sell, contract to sell, sell any option or contract to purchase, purchase any option or
contract to sell, grant any option, right or warrant to purchase or otherwise transfer or dispose of any ordinary shares or any securities underlying,
convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for ordinary shares, or exercise any right with respect to the registration of such securities or file or
cause to be filed with the SEC any registration statement in connection therewith, under the Securities Act of, or enter into any swap or any other
agreement or any transaction that transfers, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, the economic consequence of ownership of any ordinary
shares or any securities underlying, convertible into or exercisable or exchangeable for ordinary shares without the prior written consent of Cowen
and Company, LLC and Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated, for a period of 90 days after the date of the pricing of the offering. This lock-up
provision applies to ordinary shares owned now or acquired later by the person executing the agreement or for which the person executing the
agreement later acquires the power of disposition.
Canada. The ordinary shares may be sold only to purchasers purchasing, or deemed to be purchasing, as principal that are accredited
investors, as defined in National Instrument 45-106 Prospectus Exemptions or subsection 73.3(1) of the Securities Act (Ontario), and are permitted
clients, as defined in National Instrument 31-103 Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations. Any resale of the
ordinary shares must be made in accordance with an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the prospectus requirements of applicable
securities laws.
Securities legislation in certain provinces or territories of Canada may provide a purchaser with remedies for rescission or damages if this
prospectus supplement (including any amendment thereto) contains a misrepresentation, provided that the remedies for rescission or damages are
exercised by the purchaser within the time limit prescribed by the securities legislation of the purchaser's province or territory. The purchaser
should refer to any applicable provisions of the securities legislation of the purchaser's province or territory for particulars of these rights or consult
with a legal advisor.
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Pursuant to section 3A.3 of National Instrument 33-105 Underwriting Conflicts (NI 33-105), the underwriters are not required to comply with
the disclosure requirements of NI 33-105 regarding underwriter conflicts of interest in connection with this offering.
United Kingdom.

Each of the underwriters has represented and agreed that:

§

it has not made or will not make an offer of the securities to the public in the United Kingdom within the meaning of section 102B of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) except to legal entities which are authorized or regulated to
operate in the financial markets or, if not so authorized or regulated, whose corporate purpose is solely to invest in securities or
otherwise in circumstances which do not require the publication by us of a prospectus pursuant to the Prospectus Rules of the
Financial Services Authority (FSA);

§

it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or cause to be communicated an invitation or
inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21 of FSMA) to persons who have professional
experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial
Promotion) Order 2005 or in circumstances in which section 21 of FSMA does not apply to us; and

§

it has complied with and will comply with all applicable provisions of FSMA with respect to anything done by it in relation to the
securities in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom.

Switzerland. The securities will not be offered, directly or indirectly, to the public in Switzerland and this prospectus supplement does not
constitute a public offering prospectus as that term is understood pursuant to article 652a or 1156 of the Swiss Federal Code of Obligations.
European Economic Area. In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area, or the EEA, which has implemented the
European Prospectus Directive, each, a Relevant Member State, an offer of our ordinary shares may not be made to the public in a Relevant
Member State other than:
§

to any legal entity which is a qualified investor, as defined in the European Prospectus Directive;

§

to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the European Prospectus Directive), subject to
obtaining the prior consent of the relevant dealer or dealers nominated by us for any such offer, or;

§

in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the European Prospectus Directive,

provided that no such offer of our shares shall require us or any underwriter to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the European
Prospectus Directive or supplement prospectus pursuant to Article 16 of the European Prospectus Directive and each person who initially acquires
any ordinary shares or to whom any offer is made will be deemed to have represented, acknowledged and agreed to and with each of the
underwriters and with us that it is a "qualified investor" within the meaning of the law in that Relevant Member State implementing Article 2(1)(e) of
the European Prospectus Directive.
In the case of any ordinary shares being offered to a financial intermediary as that term is used in Article 3(2) of the European Prospectus
Directive, each such financial intermediary will be deemed to have represented, acknowledged and agreed that the shares acquired by it in the
offer have not
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been acquired on a non-discretionary basis on behalf of, nor have they been acquired with a view to their offer or resale to, persons in
circumstances which may give rise to an offer or any ordinary shares to the public other than their offer or resale in a Relevant Member State to
qualified investors as so defined or in circumstances in which the prior consent of the representatives has been obtained to each such proposed
offer or resale.
For the purposes of this description, the expression an "offer to the public" in relation to the securities in any Relevant Member State means
the communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the offer and the securities to be offered so as to
enable an investor to decide to purchase or subscribe for the securities, as the expression may be varied in that Relevant Member State by any
measure implementing the European Prospectus Directive in that member state, and the expression "European Prospectus Directive" means
Directive 2003/71/EC (and amendments hereto, including the 2010 PD Amending Directive, to the extent implemented in the Relevant Member
State) and includes any relevant implementing measure in each Relevant Member State. The expression 2010 PD Amending Directive means
Directive 2010/73/EU.
Israel. In the State of Israel this prospectus supplement shall not be regarded as an offer to the public to purchase ordinary shares under
the Israeli Securities Law, 5728 - 1968, which requires a prospectus to be published and authorized by the Israel Securities Authority, if it complies
with certain provisions of Section 15 of the Israeli Securities Law, 5728-1968, including, inter alia, if: (i) the offer is made, distributed or directed to
not more than 35 investors, subject to certain conditions, or the Addressed Investors; or (ii) the offer is made, distributed or directed to certain
qualified investors defined in the First Addendum of the Israeli Securities Law, 5728 - 1968, subject to certain conditions, or the Qualified
Investors. The Qualified Investors shall not be taken into account in the count of the Addressed Investors and may be offered to purchase
securities in addition to the 35 Addressed Investors. The company has not and will not take any action that would require it to publish a prospectus
in accordance with and subject to the Israeli Securities Law, 5728 - 1968. We have not and will not distribute this prospectus supplement or make,
distribute or direct an offer to subscribe for our ordinary shares to any person within the State of Israel, other than to Qualified Investors and up to
35 Addressed Investors.
Qualified Investors may have to submit written evidence that they meet the definitions set out in of the First Addendum to the Israeli
Securities Law, 5728 - 1968. In particular, we may request, as a condition to be offered ordinary shares, that Qualified Investors will each
represent, warrant and certify to us and/or to anyone acting on our behalf: (i) that it is an investor falling within one of the categories listed in the
First Addendum to the Israeli Securities Law, 5728 - 1968; (ii) which of the categories listed in the First Addendum to the Israeli Securities Law,
5728 - 1968 regarding Qualified Investors is applicable to it; (iii) that it will abide by all provisions set forth in the Israeli Securities Law, 5728 - 1968
and the regulations promulgated thereunder in connection with the offer to be issued ordinary shares; (iv) that the ordinary shares that it will be
issued are, subject to exemptions available under the Israeli Securities Law, 5728 - 1968: (a) for its own account; (b) for investment purposes only;
and (c) not issued with a view to resale within the State of Israel, other than in accordance with the provisions of the Israeli Securities Law,
5728 - 1968; and (v) that it is willing to provide further evidence of its Qualified Investor status. Addressed Investors may have to submit written
evidence in respect of their identity and may have to sign and submit a declaration containing, inter alia, the Addressed Investor's name, address
and passport number or Israeli identification number.
We have not authorized and do not authorize the making of any offer of securities through any financial intermediary on our behalf, other than
offers made by the underwriters and their respective
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affiliates, with a view to the final placement of the securities as contemplated in this document. Accordingly, no purchaser of the shares, other
than the underwriters, is authorized to make any further offer of shares on our behalf or on behalf of the underwriters.
Electronic Offer, Sale and Distribution of Shares. A prospectus supplement in electronic format may be made available on the websites
maintained by one or more of the underwriters or selling group members, if any, participating in this offering and one or more of the underwriters
participating in this offering may distribute prospectus supplements electronically. The representatives may agree to allocate a number of shares
to underwriters and selling group members for sale to their online brokerage account holders. Internet distributions will be allocated by the
underwriters and selling group members that will make internet distributions on the same basis as other allocations. Other than the prospectus
supplement in electronic format, the information on these websites is not part of this prospectus supplement or the registration statement of which
this prospectus supplement forms a part, has not been approved or endorsed by us or any underwriter in its capacity as underwriter, and should
not be relied upon by investors.
Other Relationships. Certain of the underwriters and their affiliates have provided, and may in the future provide, various investment
banking, commercial banking and other financial services for us and our affiliates for which they have received, and may in the future receive,
customary fees.
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LEGAL MATTERS
The validity of the ordinary shares and certain other matters of Irish law will be passed upon for us by Arthur Cox, Dublin, Ireland. Certain
matters of U.S. federal and New York State law will be passed upon for us by Reed Smith LLP, New York, New York. The underwriters are being
represented by Cooley LLP, New York, New York.
EXPERTS
The consolidated financial statements of Strongbridge Biopharma plc at December 31, 2017 and 2016, and for each of the three years in the
period ended December 31, 2017, are incorporated by reference in this Prospectus and Registration Statement have been audited by Ernst &
Young LLP, independent registered public accounting firm, as set forth in its report thereon incorporated elsewhere herein by reference and are
incorporated herein in reliance upon such report given on the authority of such firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION
As required by the Securities Act, we have filed with the SEC a registration statement on Form S-3, of which this prospectus is a part, with
respect to the securities offered hereby. This prospectus does not contain all of the information included in the registration statement. Statements
in this prospectus concerning the provisions of any document are not necessarily complete. You should refer to the copies of the documents filed
as exhibits to the registration statement or otherwise filed by us with the SEC for a more complete understanding of the matter involved. Each
statement concerning these documents is qualified in its entirety by such reference.
We file annual, quarterly and current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. The public may read and copy any
materials filed with the SEC at the SEC's Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549. The public may obtain
information on the operation of the Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330. Also, the SEC maintains an Internet web site
that contains reports, proxy and information statements, and other information regarding issuers, including us, that file electronically with the SEC.
The public can obtain any documents that we file electronically with the SEC at http://www.sec.gov.
We also make available, free of charge, on or through our Internet web site (www.strongbridgebio.com) our Annual Reports on Form 10-K,
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, Current Reports on Form 8-K, Proxy Statements on Schedule 14A and, if applicable, amendments to those
reports filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) of the Exchange Act, as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically file such
material with, or furnish it to, the SEC. Please note, however, that we have not incorporated any other information by reference from our Internet
web site, other than the documents listed below under the heading "Incorporation of Information by Reference."
INCORPORATION OF INFORMATION BY REFERENCE
The SEC allows us to "incorporate by reference" in this prospectus the information that we file with them. This means that we can disclose
important information to you in this document by referring you to other filings we have made with the SEC. The information incorporated by
reference is considered to be part of this prospectus, and later information we file with the SEC will update and
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supersede this information. We incorporate by reference the documents listed below. We are not incorporating by reference any documents or
portions thereof, whether specifically listed below or filed in the future, that are not deemed "filed" with the SEC (including the Current Reports on
Form 8-K listed below), unless otherwise specified.
§

Our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017, filed with the SEC on March 12, 2018;

§

Our Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarters ended March 31, 2018 and June 30, 2018, filed with the SEC on May 10,
2018 and August 7, 2018;

§

The Current Reports on Form 8-K filed with the Commission on January 17, 2018, January 26, 2018, May 17, 2018, June 11, 2018
and August 7, 2018; and

§

The description of our securities contained in our Registration Statement on Form 8-A (File No. 001-37569), filed with the
Commission on September 25, 2015 pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act, including any amendment or report filed for the
purpose of updating such description.

In addition, all documents that the Company files pursuant to Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 and 15(d) of the Exchange Act, subsequent to the
filing of this Registration Statement and prior to the filing of a post-effective amendment which indicates that all securities offered hereby have
been sold or which deregisters all securities then remaining unsold, shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference into this Registration
Statement and to be a part hereof from the date of filing of such documents, except as to any document or portion of any document that is
deemed furnished and not filed.
Pursuant to Rule 412 under the Securities Act, any statement contained in the documents incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by
reference in this Registration Statement shall be deemed to be modified, superseded or replaced for purposes of this Registration Statement to the
extent that a statement contained herein or in any other subsequently filed document which also is incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by
reference in this Registration Statement modifies, supersedes or replaces such statement. Any such statement so modified, superseded or
replaced shall not be deemed, except as so modified, superseded or replaced, to constitute a part of this Registration Statement. Investors should
review these reports as they may disclose a change in our business, prospects, financial condition or other affairs after the date of this
prospectus.
Upon your written or oral request, we will provide at no cost to you a copy of any and all of the information that is incorporated by reference in
this prospectus. Requests for such documents should be directed to:
Stephen Long, Esq.
Chief Legal Officer
Strongbridge Biopharma plc
900 Northbrook Drive, Suite 200
Trevose, PA 19053
You may also access the documents incorporated by reference in this prospectus through our website www.strongbridgebio.com. Except for
the specific incorporated documents listed above, no information available on or through our website shall be deemed to be incorporated in this
prospectus or the registration statement of which it forms a part.
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$91,174,535
ORDINARY SHARES
PREFERRED SHARES
DEBT SECURITIES
WARRANTS
RIGHTS
UNITS
This prospectus will allow us to issue, from time to time at prices and on terms to be determined at or prior to the time of the offering, up to $91,174,535
of any combination of the securities described in this prospectus, either individually or in units, less the aggregate dollar amount of all securities previously
sold hereunder. We may also offer ordinary shares or preferred shares upon conversion of or exchange for the debt securities; or ordinary shares, preferred
shares or debt securities upon the exercise of warrants or rights.
This prospectus describes the general terms of these securities and the general manner in which these securities will be offered. We will provide you with
the specific terms of any offering in one or more supplements to this prospectus. The prospectus supplements will also describe the specific manner in which
these securities will be offered and may also supplement, update or amend information contained in this document. You should read this prospectus and any
prospectus supplement, as well as any documents incorporated by reference into this prospectus or any prospectus supplement, carefully before you invest.
Our securities may be sold directly by us to you, through agents designated from time to time or to or through underwriters or dealers. For additional
information on the methods of sale, you should refer to the section entitled "Plan of Distribution" in this prospectus and in the applicable prospectus
supplement. If any underwriters or agents are involved in the sale of our securities with respect to which this prospectus is being delivered, the names of such
underwriters or agents and any applicable fees, commissions or discounts and over-allotment options will be set forth in a prospectus supplement. The price
to the public of such securities and the net proceeds that we expect to receive from such sale will also be set forth in a prospectus supplement.
Our ordinary shares are listed on the Nasdaq Global Select Market, under the symbol "SBBP." On March 21, 2018, the last reported sale price of our
ordinary shares on the Nasdaq Global Select Market was $8.20 per share.

Investing in our securities involves a high degree of risk. Before deciding whether to invest in our securities, you should
consider carefully the risks that we have described on page 4 of this prospectus under the caption "Risk Factors" and in the
"Risk Factors" section of our periodic reports filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. We may include
specific risk factors in supplements to this prospectus under the caption "Risk Factors."
We are an "emerging growth company" as defined by the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act of 2012 and, as such, we have elected to comply
with certain reduced public company reporting requirements for this prospectus supplement and future filings.
Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these securities or
determined if this prospectus is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.
The date of this prospectus is March 29, 2018
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS
This prospectus is part of a registration statement that we filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), utilizing a "shelf" registration
process. Under this shelf registration process, we may offer ordinary shares, preferred shares, various series of debt securities and/or warrants, or rights to
purchase any of such securities, either individually or in units, in one or more offerings, with a total value of up to $91,174,535. This prospectus provides you
with a general description of the securities we may offer. Each time we offer a type or series of securities under this prospectus, we will provide a prospectus
supplement that will contain specific information about the terms of that offering.
The prospectus supplement may also add, update or change information contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus. However, no
prospectus supplement will offer a security that is not registered and described in this prospectus at the time of its effectiveness. This prospectus, together
with the applicable prospectus supplements and the documents incorporated by reference into this prospectus, includes all material information relating to
the offering of securities under this prospectus. You should carefully read this prospectus, the applicable prospectus supplement, the information and
documents incorporated herein by reference and the additional information under the headings "Where You Can Find More Information" and "Incorporation
of Information By Reference" before making an investment decision.
You should rely only on the information we have provided or incorporated by reference in this prospectus or any prospectus supplement. We have not
authorized anyone to provide you with information different from that contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus. No dealer, salesperson or
other person is authorized to give any information or to represent anything not contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus. You must not rely
on any unauthorized information or representation. This prospectus is an offer to sell only the securities offered hereby, but only under circumstances and in
jurisdictions where it is lawful to do so. You should assume that the information in this prospectus or any prospectus supplement is accurate only as of the
date on the front of the document and that any information we have incorporated herein by reference is accurate only as of the date of the document
incorporated by reference, regardless of the time of delivery of this prospectus or any sale of a security.
We further note that the representations, warranties and covenants made by us in any agreement that is filed as an exhibit to any document that is
incorporated by reference in the accompanying prospectus were made solely for the benefit of the parties to such agreement, including, in some cases, for the
purpose of allocating risk among the parties to such agreements, and should not be deemed to be a representation, warranty or covenant to you. Moreover,
such representations, warranties or covenants were accurate only as of the date when made. Accordingly, such representations, warranties and covenants
should not be relied on as accurately representing the current state of our affairs.
This prospectus may not be used to consummate sales of our securities, unless it is accompanied by a prospectus supplement. To the extent there are
inconsistencies between any prospectus supplement, this prospectus and any documents incorporated by reference, the document with the most recent date
will control.
Other than in the United States, no action has been taken by us or any underwriters that would permit a public offering of the securities offered by this
prospectus in any jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required. The securities offered by this prospectus may not be offered or sold, directly or
indirectly, nor may this prospectus or any other offering material or advertisements in connection with the offer and sale of any such securities be distributed
or published in any jurisdiction, except under circumstances that will result in compliance with the applicable rules and regulations of that jurisdiction.
Persons into whose possession this prospectus comes are advised to inform themselves about and to observe any restrictions relating to the offering and the
distribution of this prospectus. This prospectus does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities offered by this prospectus
in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or a solicitation is unlawful.
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
Some of the statements in this prospectus and in any prospectus supplement we may file constitute "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of
Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended, or the
Exchange Act. These statements relate to future events concerning our business and to our future revenues, operating results and financial condition. In some
cases, you can identify forward-looking statements by terminology such as "may," "will," "could," "would," "should," "expect," "plan," "anticipate," "intend,"
"believe," "estimate," "forecast," "predict," "propose," "potential" or "continue," or the negative of those terms or other comparable terminology.
Any forward looking statements contained in this prospectus or any prospectus supplement are only estimates or predictions of future events based on
information currently available to our management and management's current beliefs about the potential outcome of future events. Whether these future
events will occur as management anticipates, whether we will achieve our business objectives, and whether our revenues, operating results or financial
condition will improve in future periods are subject to numerous risks. There are a number of important factors that could cause actual results to differ
materially from the results anticipated by these forward-looking statements. These important factors include those that we discuss under the heading "Risk
Factors" and in other sections of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2017, as well as in our other reports filed on from time to
time with the SEC, that are incorporated by reference into this prospectus. You should read these factors and the other cautionary statements made in this
prospectus and in the documents we incorporate by reference into this prospectus as being applicable to all related forward-looking statements wherever they
appear in this prospectus or the documents we incorporate by reference into this prospectus. If one or more of these factors materialize, or if any underlying
assumptions prove incorrect, our actual results, performance or achievements may vary materially from any future results, performance or achievements
expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements, whether as a
result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law.
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PROSPECTUS SUMMARY
The following is a summary of what we believe to be the most important aspects of our business and the offering of our securities under this
prospectus. We urge you to read this entire prospectus, including the more detailed consolidated financial statements, notes to the consolidated
financial statements and other information incorporated by reference from our other filings with the SEC or included in any applicable prospectus
supplement. Investing in our securities involves risks. Therefore, carefully consider the risk factors set forth in any prospectus supplements and any
related free writing prospectus, and in our most recent filings with the SEC, as well as other information in this prospectus and any prospectus
supplements and the documents incorporated by reference herein or therein, before purchasing our securities. Each of the risk factors could adversely
affect our business, operating results and financial condition, as well as adversely affect the value of an investment in our securities. When we use the
words "the Company," "we," "us," "ours" and "our," we are referring to Strongbridge Biopharma plc.
The Company
We are a global commercial-stage biopharmaceutical company focused on the development and commercialization of therapies for rare diseases
with significant unmet needs.
Our first commercial product is Keveyis® (dichlorphenamide), the first and only treatment approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, or
the FDA, for hyperkalemic, hypokalemic, and related variants of primary periodic paralysis, a group of rare hereditary disorders that cause episodes of
muscle weakness or paralysis. Keveyis, for which we hold the U.S. marketing rights, has orphan drug exclusivity status in the United States through
August 7, 2022.
On January 16, 2018, we acquired the U.S. and Canadian rights to Macrilen (macimorelin), our second commercial product, from Aeterna
Zentaris Inc. Macrilen is an oral growth hormone secretagogue receptor agonist, and is the first and only oral drug approved by the FDA for the
diagnosis of patients with adult growth hormone deficiency, or AGHD.
In addition to our two commercial products, we have two clinical-stage product candidates for rare endocrine diseases, Recorlev® and
veldoreotide. Recorlev (levoketoconazole) is a cortisol synthesis inhibitor currently being studied for the treatment of endogenous Cushing's
syndrome. Veldoreotide is a next-generation somatostatin analog being investigated for the treatment of acromegaly, with potential additional
applications in Cushing's syndrome and neuroendocrine tumors. Both Recorlev and veldoreotide have received orphan designation from the FDA and
the European Medicines Agency.
Given the well-identified and concentrated prescriber base addressing our target markets, we intend to continue to use a small, focused sales force
to market Keveyis, Macrilen and any future products, in the United States, the European Union and other key global markets. We believe that our
ability to execute on our strategy is enhanced by the significant commercial and clinical development experience of key members of our management
team. [Company to confirm language]
Since the introduction of our new management team in August 2014, we have been building a rare disease, franchise-based business model
focused on expansion through a disciplined in-licensing and acquisition strategy. In pursuit of our growth strategy, we have raised over $275 million
in equity and debt financings since December 2014. We will continue to identify and evaluate the acquisition of products and product candidates that
would be complementary to our existing rare neuromuscular and endocrine franchises or that would form the basis for new rare disease franchises. We
believe this approach will enable us to maximize our commercial potential by further leveraging our existing resources and expertise.
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Recent Developments
January 2018 Financing
On January 30, 2018, we sold 5,000,000 ordinary shares in a public offering, or the January 2018 Financing, at a price to the public of $6.75 per
ordinary share for net proceeds of approximately $31.6 million, after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and offering expenses
payable by us. On February 27, 2018, we sold an additional 255,683 ordinary shares to the underwriters of the January 2018 Financing in connection
with their partial exercise of the option to purchase additional shares that was granted to them under the underwriting agreement for additional net
proceeds of approximately $1.6 million, after deducting underwriting discounts and commissions and offering expenses payable by us.
Acquisition of U.S. and Canadian Rights to Macrilen
On January 16, 2018, Strongbridge Ireland Limited, or Strongbridge Ireland, one of our wholly-owned subsidiaries, entered into a License and
Assignment Agreement, or the License Agreement, with Aeterna Zentaris GmbH, or Licensor, pursuant to which it acquired the U.S. and Canadian
rights to Macrilen (macimorelin) from Licensor. The License Agreement provides Strongbridge Ireland with an exclusive license to manufacture and
commercialize Macrilen in the United States and Canada, or the Territory, and ownership of all product registrations related to Macrilen in the
Territory. Under the terms of the License Agreement, Licensor will remain responsible for a pediatric development program to support regulatory
submission for approval, with Strongbridge Ireland sharing oversight and paying for 70% of the cost of the program, or approximately $4 million over
a three-year period. We expect to commercially launch Macrilen in mid-year 2018.
On December 20, 2017, the FDA granted marketing approval for Macrilen, an oral growth hormone secretagogue receptor agonist, to be used in the
diagnosis of patients with AGHD. AGHD is a rare disorder for which approximately 40,000 to 60,000 adult growth hormone deficiency assessments are
performed each year in the United States. Macrilen has been granted orphan drug designation in the United States and has patents with expiration dates
through late 2027.
Under the terms of License Agreement, Strongbridge Ireland made an upfront payment of $24 million to Licensor and has agreed to pay tiered
royalties in the mid-to-high teens as a percentage of net sales as well as certain milestone payments upon FDA approval of a pediatric indication and
achievement of pre-determined sales levels.
Amendment to Term Loan Agreement with CRG Servicing LLC
On January 16, 2018, or the Loan Amendment Effective Date, we and our subsidiaries, Strongbridge U.S. Inc., Strongbridge Ireland, Cortendo AB
(publ) and Cortendo Cayman Ltd., entered into an amendment, or the Loan Amendment, to the Term Loan Agreement, dated July 14, 2017, with CRG
Servicing LLC, or CRG, as administrative agent and collateral agent, and the lenders named therein, or the Lenders.
The primary purpose of the Loan Amendment is to increase the total potential borrowing under the Term Loan Agreement from $50 million to
$100 million. The Loan Amendment provides for (i) an additional disbursement of $45.0 million (the Second Tranche) to us on the Loan Amendment
Effective Date, and (ii) an additional disbursement of $5.0 million (the Fourth Tranche) to us at our election, contingent upon our achievement of
certain revenue milestones and a market capitalization condition on or before December 31, 2018, as described in the Loan Amendment. We continue
to be eligible to borrow up to an additional $10.0 million (the Third Tranche), contingent upon our achievement of certain revenue milestones on or
before June 30, 2018, as previously provided in the Term Loan
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Agreement; provided, however, that under the Term Loan Agreement, as amended, the Third Tranche is now subject to a market capitalization
condition, as described in the Loan Amendment.
Corporate Information
The Company, an Irish public limited company, was established on May 26, 2015 under the name Cortendo plc. On September 4, 2015,
Cortendo plc changed its name to Strongbridge Biopharma plc.
Our principal executive offices are located at 900 Northbrook Drive, Suite 200, Trevose, Pennsylvania, 19053 and our telephone number is
+1 610-254-9200. For the purposes of Irish law, our registered office is Arthur Cox Building, 10 Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2, D02 T380, Ireland.
Our website is www.strongbridgebio.com. The information on, or that can be accessed through, our website is not part of and should not be
incorporated by reference into this prospectus.
Implications of Being an "Emerging Growth Company"
We qualify as an "emerging growth company," as defined in the Jumpstart our Business Startups Act of 2012, or the JOBS Act. An emerging
growth company may take advantage of specified reduced reporting and regulatory requirements in contrast to those otherwise applicable generally to
public companies. These provisions include:
•

exemption from the auditor attestation requirement in the assessment of our internal control over financial reporting pursuant to
Section 404 the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002;

•

an exemption from the requirement to provide certain executive compensation disclosure;

•

an exemption from the requirement to hold a non-binding advisory vote on executive compensation or to seek shareholder approval of
any golden parachute payments not previously approved; and

•

an exemption from any requirements adopted by the Public Oversight Board (PCAOB) requiring mandatory audit firm rotation or a
supplement to the auditor's report in which the auditor would be required to provide additional information about the audit and the
financial statements of the issuer.

We may take advantage of these reduced reporting and other regulatory requirements for up to five years or such earlier time that we are no longer
an emerging growth company. We would cease to be an emerging growth company if we have more than $1.07 billion in annual revenue, have more
than $700 million in market value of our ordinary shares held by non-affiliates or issue more than $1.0 billion of non-convertible debt over a three-year
period. In addition, the JOBS Act provides that an emerging growth company may delay adopting new or revised accounting standards until those
standards apply to private companies. We have irrevocably elected not to avail ourselves of this delayed adoption of new or revised accounting
standards and, therefore, we will be subject to the same new or revised accounting standards as public companies that are not emerging growth
companies. If we choose to take advantage of any of these reduced reporting burdens, the information that we provide shareholders may be different
than you might get from other public companies.
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RISK FACTORS
Investing in our securities involves significant risks. You should review carefully the risks and uncertainties described under the heading "Risk Factors"
contained in, or incorporated into, the applicable prospectus supplement and any related free writing prospectus, and under similar headings in the other
documents that are incorporated by reference herein or therein. Each of the referenced risks and uncertainties could adversely affect our business, operating
results and financial condition, as well as adversely affect the value of an investment in our securities. Additional risks not known to us or that we believe are
immaterial may also adversely affect our business, operating results and financial condition and the value of an investment in our securities.
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CONSOLIDATED RATIO OF EARNINGS TO FIXED CHARGES AND EARNINGS TO COMBINED FIXED CHARGES AND PREFERENCE
DIVIDENDS
The following table sets forth our ratio of earnings to fixed charges for each of the periods indicated. You should read this table in conjunction with the
consolidated financial statements and notes incorporated by reference in this prospectus.
The ratio of earnings to combined fixed charges and preference dividends for the periods presented is the same as the ratio of earnings to fixed charges
since we have no outstanding preferred shares and, therefore, no dividend requirements.
Year Ended December 31,
2016
2015
2014

2017

Consolidated ratio of earnings to fixed charges

*

*

*

2013

*

*

For purposes of calculating the ratios above, earnings consist of net loss from continuing operations before income taxes, plus fixed
charges. Fixed charges include an estimate of the interest portion of rent expense which is deemed to be representative of the interest factor.
*

We did not record earnings for any of the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014 or 2013. Accordingly, our earnings were
insufficient to cover fixed charges for such periods and we are unable to disclose a ratio of earnings to fixed charges for such periods.
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USE OF PROCEEDS
We cannot assure you that we will receive any proceeds in connection with securities which may be offered pursuant to this prospectus. Unless otherwise
indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, we intend to use any net proceeds from the sale of securities under this prospectus for our operations and
for other general corporate purposes, including, but not limited to, our internal research and development programs and the development of new programs,
general working capital and possible future acquisitions. We have not determined the amounts we plan to spend on any of the areas listed above or the timing
of these expenditures. As a result, our management will have broad discretion to allocate the net proceeds, if any, we receive in connection with securities
offered pursuant to this prospectus for any purpose. Pending application of the net proceeds as described above, we may initially invest the net proceeds in
short-term, investment-grade, interest-bearing securities or apply them to the reduction of short-term indebtedness.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION
General Plan of Distribution
We may offer securities under this prospectus from time to time pursuant to underwritten public offerings, negotiated transactions, block trades or a
combination of these methods. We may sell the securities (1) through underwriters or dealers, (2) through agents or (3) directly to one or more purchasers, or
through a combination of such methods. We may distribute the securities from time to time in one or more transactions at:
•

a fixed price or prices, which may be changed from time to time;

•

market prices prevailing at the time of sale;

•

prices related to the prevailing market prices; or

•

negotiated prices.

We may directly solicit offers to purchase the securities being offered by this prospectus. We may also designate agents to solicit offers to purchase the
securities from time to time. We will name in a prospectus supplement any underwriter or agent involved in the offer or sale of the securities.
If we utilize a dealer in the sale of the securities being offered by this prospectus, we will sell the securities to the dealer, as principal. The dealer may
then resell the securities to the public at varying prices to be determined by the dealer at the time of resale.
If we utilize an underwriter in the sale of the securities being offered by this prospectus, we will execute an underwriting agreement with the underwriter
at the time of sale, and we will provide the name of any underwriter in the prospectus supplement which the underwriter will use to make re-sales of the
securities to the public. In connection with the sale of the securities, we, or the purchasers of the securities for whom the underwriter may act as agent, may
compensate the underwriter in the form of underwriting discounts or commissions. The underwriter may sell the securities to or through dealers, and the
underwriter may compensate those dealers in the form of discounts, concessions or commissions.
With respect to underwritten public offerings, negotiated transactions and block trades, we will provide in the applicable prospectus supplement
information regarding any compensation we pay to underwriters, dealers or agents in connection with the offering of the securities, and any discounts,
concessions or commissions allowed by underwriters to participating dealers. Underwriters, dealers and agents participating in the distribution of the
securities may be deemed to be underwriters within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or the Securities Act, and any discounts and
commissions received by them and any profit realized by them on resale of the securities may be deemed to be underwriting discounts and commissions. We
may enter into agreements to indemnify underwriters, dealers and agents against civil liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act, or to
contribute to payments they may be required to make in respect thereof.
If so indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will authorize underwriters or other persons acting as our agents to solicit offers by certain
institutions to purchase securities from us pursuant to delayed delivery contracts providing for payment and delivery on the date stated in the prospectus
supplement. Each contract will be for an amount not less than, and the aggregate amount of securities sold pursuant to such contracts shall not be less nor
more than, the respective amounts stated in the prospectus supplement. Institutions with whom the contracts, when authorized, may be made include
commercial and savings banks, insurance companies, pension funds, investment companies,
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educational and charitable institutions and other institutions, but shall in all cases be subject to our approval. Delayed delivery contracts will not be subject
to any conditions except that:
•

the purchase by an institution of the securities covered under that contract shall not at the time of delivery be prohibited under the laws of the
jurisdiction to which that institution is subject; and

•

if the securities are also being sold to underwriters acting as principals for their own account, the underwriters shall have purchased such
securities not sold for delayed delivery. The underwriters and other persons acting as our agents will not have any responsibility in respect of
the validity or performance of delayed delivery contracts.

Ordinary shares sold pursuant to the registration statement of which this prospectus is a part will be authorized for quotation and trading on the Nasdaq
Global Select Market. The applicable prospectus supplement will contain information, where applicable, as to any other listing, if any, on the Nasdaq Global
Select Market or any securities market or other securities exchange of the securities covered by the prospectus supplement. We can make no assurance as to
the liquidity of or the existence of trading markets for any of the securities.
In order to facilitate the offering of the securities, certain persons participating in the offering may engage in transactions that stabilize, maintain or
otherwise affect the price of the securities. This may include over-allotments or short sales of the securities, which involve the sale by persons participating in
the offering of more securities than we sold to them. In these circumstances, these persons would cover such over-allotments or short positions by making
purchases in the open market or by exercising their over-allotment option. In addition, these persons may stabilize or maintain the price of the securities by
bidding for or purchasing the applicable security in the open market or by imposing penalty bids, whereby selling concessions allowed to dealers
participating in the offering may be reclaimed if the securities sold by them are repurchased in connection with stabilization transactions. The effect of these
transactions may be to stabilize or maintain the market price of the securities at a level above that which might otherwise prevail in the open market. These
transactions may be discontinued at any time.
The underwriters, dealers and agents may engage in other transactions with us, or perform other services for us, in the ordinary course of their business.
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DESCRIPTION OF SHARE CAPITAL
General
Our authorized share capital consists of €40,000, divided into 40,000 deferred ordinary shares with a nominal value of €1.00 per share, and $7,000,000,
divided into 600,000,000 ordinary shares with a nominal value of $0.01 per share and 100,000,000 preferred shares with a nominal value of $0.01 per share.
We may issue shares subject to the maximum authorized share capital contained in our Memorandum of Association. The authorized share capital may
be increased or reduced by a resolution approved by a simple majority of the votes cast at a general meeting of our shareholders, referred to under Irish law as
an "ordinary resolution." Our authorized share capital may be divided into shares of such nominal value as the resolution shall prescribe. As a matter of Irish
law, the directors of a company may issue new ordinary or preferred shares without shareholder approval once authorized to do so by the memorandum and
articles of association or by an ordinary resolution adopted by our shareholders at a general meeting. The authorization may be granted for a maximum period
of five years, at which point it must be renewed by shareholders by an ordinary resolution. Accordingly, our Articles of Association, or Articles, authorize our
board of directors to issue new ordinary or preferred shares without shareholder approval for a period of five years from the date of the adoption of our Articles
on September 9, 2015. The authority to issue preferred shares provides us with the flexibility to consider and respond to future business needs and
opportunities as they arise from time to time, including in connection with capital raising, financing and acquisition transactions or opportunities.
We may, by ordinary resolution, reduce our authorized share capital in any way. We also may, by special resolution and subject to confirmation by the
Irish High Court, reduce or cancel our issued share capital in any manner permitted by the Irish Companies Act.
As of March 21, 2018, we had 40,000 deferred ordinary shares outstanding, 45,531,827 ordinary shares outstanding and zero preferred shares
outstanding. As of March 21, 2018, we also had outstanding options to acquire 8,006,527 ordinary shares of our share capital, having a weighted-average
exercise price of $7.33 per share, warrants to purchase an aggregate of 8,803,253 ordinary shares, and 173,400 ordinary shares issuable upon the vesting of
restricted stock units.
The following description of our share capital and certain provisions of our Articles are summaries and are qualified by reference to our Articles.
Deferred Shares
The authorized and issued share capital includes 40,000 deferred ordinary shares, which are required in order to satisfy statutory minimum capital
requirements of an Irish public limited company. The holders of the deferred ordinary shares are not entitled to receive any dividend or distribution, to attend,
speak or vote at any general meeting, and have no effective rights to participate in the assets of our Company. The holders of our deferred ordinary shares are
not entitled to a vote.
Ordinary Shares
Under our Articles, each holder of our ordinary shares is entitled to one vote for each ordinary share that he or she holds. Our ordinary shares do not have
sinking fund provisions.
Preferred Shares
Under our Articles, our board of directors is authorized to issue preferred shares on a non-pre-emptive basis, with discretion as to the terms attaching to
the preferred shares, including as to voting, dividend and conversion rights and priority relative to other classes of shares with respect to
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dividends and upon a liquidation. As noted above, this authority extends until five years from the date of the adoption of our Articles on September 9, 2015,
at which time it will expire unless renewed by our shareholders.
Notwithstanding this authority, under the Irish Takeover Rules our board of directors would not be permitted to issue any of our shares, including
preferred shares, during a period when an offer has been made for us or is believed to be imminent unless the issue is (i) approved by our shareholders at a
general meeting; (ii) consented to by the Irish Takeover Panel on the basis it would not constitute action frustrating the offer; (iii) consented to by the Irish
Takeover Panel and approved by the holders of more than 50% of our shares carrying voting rights; (iv) consented to by the Irish Takeover Panel in
circumstances where a contract for the issue of the shares had been entered into prior to that period; or (v) consented to by the Irish Takeover Panel in
circumstances where the issue of the shares was decided by our directors prior to that period and either action has been taken to implement the issuance
(whether in part or in full) prior to such period or the issuance was otherwise in the ordinary course of business.
While we do not have any current specific plans, arrangements or understandings, written or oral, to issue any preferred shares for any purpose, we are
continually evaluating our financial position and analyzing the possible benefits of issuing additional debt securities, equity securities, convertible
securities or a combination thereof in connection with, among other things: (i) repaying indebtedness; (ii) financing acquisitions; or (iii) strengthening our
balance sheet. The availability of preferred shares gives us flexibility to respond to future capital raising, financing and acquisition needs and opportunities
without the delay and expense associated with holding an extraordinary general meeting of our shareholders to obtain further shareholder approval.
Preemption Rights
Under Irish law, unless otherwise authorized, when an Irish public limited company issues shares for cash to new shareholders, it is required first to offer
those shares on the same or more favorable terms to existing shareholders of the company on a pro rata basis, commonly referred to as the statutory
preemption right. However, we have opted out of these preemption rights in our Articles as permitted under Irish law. Because Irish law requires this opt-out
to be renewed every five years by a special resolution of the shareholders, our Articles provide that this opt-out will lapse five years after the adoption of our
current Articles on September 9, 2015. A special resolution requires not less than 75% of the votes of our shareholders cast at a general meeting. If the opt-out
is not renewed, shares issued for cash must be offered to pre-existing shareholders of Strongbridge pro rata to their existing shareholding before the shares
can be issued to any new shareholders. The statutory preemption rights do not apply where shares are issued for non-cash consideration and do not apply to
the issue of non-equity shares (that is, shares that have the right to participate only up to a specified amount in any income or capital distribution).
Dividends
Under Irish law, dividends and distributions may only be made from distributable reserves. Distributable reserves generally means accumulated realized
profits less accumulated realized losses and includes reserves created by way of capital reduction. In addition, no distribution or dividend may be made
unless our net assets are equal to, or in excess of, the aggregate of our called up share capital plus undistributable reserves and the distribution does not
reduce our net assets below such aggregate. Undistributable reserves include undenominated capital and the amount by which our accumulated unrealized
profits, so far as not previously utilized by any capitalization, exceed our accumulated unrealized losses, so far as not previously written off in a reduction of
capital approved by the Irish High Court without restriction, or a reorganization of capital.
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The determination as to whether or not we have sufficient distributable reserves to fund a dividend must be made by reference to our "relevant financial
statements." The "relevant financial statements" will be either the last set of unconsolidated annual audited financial statements or other financial statements
properly prepared in accordance with the Irish Companies Act, which give a "true and fair view" of our unconsolidated financial position and accord with
accepted accounting practice.
The mechanism as to who declares a dividend and when a dividend shall become payable is governed by our Articles. Our Articles authorize our board of
directors to declare dividends without shareholder approval to the extent they appear justified by profits lawfully available for distribution. Our board of
directors may also recommend a dividend to be approved and declared by the shareholders at a general meeting. Our board of directors may direct that the
payment be made by distribution of assets, shares or cash, and no dividend issued may exceed the amount recommended by our board of directors. Dividends
may be declared and paid in the form of cash or non-cash assets and may be paid in dollars or any other currency.
Our board of directors may deduct from any dividend payable to any shareholder any amounts payable by such shareholder to us in relation to our
ordinary shares.
Our board of directors may also authorize us to issue shares with preferred rights to participate in dividends we declare. The holders of preferred shares
may, depending on their terms, rank senior to the ordinary shares in terms of dividend rights or be entitled to claim arrears of a declared dividend out of
subsequently declared dividends in priority to ordinary shareholders.
Bonus Shares
Under our Articles, our board of directors may resolve to capitalize any amount credited to any reserve, including our undenominated capital, or credited
to the profit and loss account, and use such amount for the issuance to shareholders of shares as fully paid bonus shares on the same basis of entitlement as
would apply in respect of a dividend distribution.
Share Repurchases and Redemptions
Overview
Our Articles provide that any ordinary share that we have agreed to acquire shall be deemed to be a redeemable share. Accordingly, for Irish law
purposes, the repurchase of ordinary shares by us may technically be effected as a redemption of those shares as described under "—Repurchases and
Redemptions." If our Articles did not contain such provision, repurchases by us would be subject to many of the same rules that apply to purchases of
ordinary shares by subsidiaries described under "—Purchases by Subsidiaries," including the shareholder approval requirements described below, and the
requirement that any purchases on market be effected on a "recognized stock exchange," which, for purposes of the Irish Companies Act, includes Nasdaq.
Repurchases and Redemptions
Under Irish law, subject to the conditions summarized below, a company may issue redeemable shares and may only redeem them out of distributable
reserves or the proceeds of a new issue of ordinary shares for that purpose. We do not expect to have any distributable reserves for the foreseeable future. We
may only issue redeemable shares if the nominal value of the issued share capital that is not redeemable is not less than 10% of the nominal value of our total
issued share capital. All redeemable shares must also be fully paid and the terms of redemption of the shares must provide for payment on redemption.
Redeemable shares may, upon redemption, be cancelled or held in treasury. Based on the provision of our Articles described above, shareholder approval will
not be required to redeem our ordinary shares.
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We may also be given an additional general authority to purchase our own shares on market, which would take effect on the same terms and be subject to
the same conditions as applicable to purchases by our subsidiaries as described below.
Our board of directors may also issue preferred shares, which may be redeemed at the option of either us or the shareholder, depending on the terms of
such preferred shares. Please see "—Authorized Share Capital" above for additional information on preferred shares.
Repurchased and redeemed shares may be cancelled or held as treasury shares. The nominal value of treasury shares held by us at any time must not
exceed 10% of the nominal value of our issued share capital. We may not exercise any voting rights in respect of any shares held as treasury shares. Treasury
shares may be cancelled by us or re-issued subject to certain conditions.
Purchases by Subsidiaries
Under Irish law, an Irish or non-Irish subsidiary may purchase our ordinary shares either on market or off market. For one of our subsidiaries to make
purchases on market of our ordinary shares, the shareholders must provide general authorization for such purchase by way of ordinary resolution. However, as
long as this general authority has been granted, no specific shareholder authority for a particular on market purchase by a subsidiary of our ordinary shares is
required. For a purchase by a subsidiary off market, the proposed purchase contract must be authorized by special resolution of our shareholders before the
contract is entered into. The person whose ordinary shares are to be bought back cannot vote in favor of the special resolution and the purchase contract must
be on display or must be available for inspection by our shareholders at our registered office from the date of the notice of the meeting at which the resolution
approving the contract is to be proposed.
In order for one of our subsidiaries to make an on market purchase of our ordinary shares, such shares must be purchased on a "recognized stock
exchange." Nasdaq is specified as a recognized stock exchange for this purpose by Irish law.
The number of ordinary shares held by our subsidiaries at any time will count as treasury shares and will be included in any calculation of the permitted
treasury share threshold of 10% of the nominal value of our issued share capital. While a subsidiary holds any of our shares, it cannot exercise any voting
rights in respect of those shares. The acquisition of our ordinary shares by a subsidiary must be funded out of distributable reserves of the subsidiary.
Lien on Shares, Calls on Shares and Forfeiture of Shares
Our Articles provide that we will have a first and paramount lien on every share that is not a fully paid share for all amounts payable at a fixed time or
called in respect of that share. Subject to the terms of their allotment, directors may call for any unpaid amounts in respect of any shares to be paid, and if
payment is not made, the shares may be forfeited. These provisions are customary in the articles of association of an Irish public company limited by shares
such as our company and will only be applicable to shares that have not been fully paid.
Anti-Takeover Provisions
Business Combinations with Interested Shareholders
Our Articles include a provision similar to Section 203 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, which generally prohibits us from engaging in a
business combination with an interested shareholder for
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a period of three years following the date the person became an interested shareholder, unless, in general:
•

our board of directors approved the transaction which resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested shareholder;

•

upon consummation of the transaction which resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested shareholder, the shareholder owned at least
85% of the voting shares outstanding at the time of commencement of such transaction, excluding for purposes of determining the number of
voting shares outstanding (but not the outstanding voting shares owned by the interested shareholder), voting shares owned by persons who
are directors and also officers and by certain employee share plans; or

•

the business combination is approved by our board of directors and authorized at an annual or extraordinary general meeting of shareholders
by the affirmative vote of the holders of at least 75% of the outstanding voting shares that are not owned by the interested shareholder.

A "business combination" is generally defined as a merger, asset or stock sale or other transaction resulting in a financial benefit to the interested
shareholder. An "interested shareholder" is generally defined as a person who, together with affiliates and associates, owns or, within three years prior to the
date in question, owned 15% or more of our outstanding voting shares.
Irish Takeover Rules and Substantial Acquisition Rules
A transaction in which a third party seeks to acquire 30% or more of our voting rights and any other acquisitions of our securities will be governed by the
Irish Takeover Panel Act 1997 and the Irish Takeover Rules made thereunder, or the Irish Takeover Rules, and will be regulated by the Irish Takeover Panel.
The "General Principles" of the Irish Takeover Rules and certain important aspects of the Irish Takeover Rules are described below.
General Principles
The Irish Takeover Rules are built on the following General Principles which will apply to any transaction regulated by the Irish Takeover Panel:
•

in the event of an offer, all holders of securities of the target company must be afforded equivalent treatment and, if a person acquires control
of a company, the other holders of securities must be protected;

•

the holders of securities in the target company must have sufficient time and information to enable them to reach a properly informed decision
on the offer; where it advises the holders of securities, the board of directors of the target company must give its views on the effects of the
implementation of the offer on employment, employment conditions and the locations of the target company's place of business;

•

a target company's board of directors must act in the interests of that company as a whole and must not deny the holders of securities the
opportunity to decide on the merits of the offer;

•

false markets must not be created in the securities of the target company, the bidder or any other company concerned by the offer in such a way
that the rise or fall of the prices of the securities becomes artificial and the normal functioning of the markets is distorted;

•

a bidder can only announce an offer after ensuring that he or she can fulfill in full the consideration offered, if such is offered, and after taking
all reasonable measures to secure the implementation of any other type of consideration;
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•

a target company may not be hindered in the conduct of its affairs longer than is reasonable by an offer for its securities; and

•

a "substantial acquisition" of securities, whether such acquisition is to be effected by one transaction or a series of transactions, shall take place
only at an acceptable speed and shall be subject to adequate and timely disclosure.

Mandatory Bid
Under certain circumstances, a person who acquires shares, or other voting securities, of a company may be required under the Irish Takeover Rules to
make a mandatory cash offer for the remaining outstanding voting securities in that company at a price not less than the highest price paid for the securities
by the acquiror, or any parties acting in concert with the acquiror, during the previous 12 months. This mandatory bid requirement is triggered if an
acquisition of securities would increase the aggregate holding of an acquiror, including the holdings of any parties acting in concert with the acquiror, to
securities representing 30% or more of the voting rights in a company, unless the Irish Takeover Panel otherwise consents. An acquisition of securities by a
person holding, together with its concert parties, securities representing between 30% and 50% of the voting rights in a company would also trigger the
mandatory bid requirement if, after giving effect to the acquisition, the percentage of the voting rights held by that person, together with its concert parties,
would increase by 0.05% within a 12-month period. Any person, excluding any parties acting in concert with the holder, holding securities representing more
than 50% of the voting rights of a company is not subject to these mandatory offer requirements in purchasing additional securities.
Voluntary Bid; Requirements to Make a Cash Offer and Minimum Price Requirements
If a person makes a voluntary offer to acquire our outstanding ordinary shares, the offer price must not be less than the highest price paid for our ordinary
shares by the bidder or its concert parties during the three-month period prior to the commencement of the offer period. The Irish Takeover Panel has the
power to extend the "look back" period to 12 months if the Irish Takeover Panel, taking into account the General Principles, believes it is appropriate to do
so.
If the bidder or any of its concert parties has acquired our ordinary shares (1) during the 12-month period prior to the commencement of the offer period
that represent more than 10% of our total ordinary shares or (2) at any time after the commencement of the offer period, the offer must be in cash or
accompanied by a full cash alternative and the price per ordinary share must not be less than the highest price paid by the bidder or its concert parties during,
in the case of clause (1), the 12-month period prior to the commencement of the offer period or, in the case of (2), the offer period. The Irish Takeover Panel
may apply this Rule to a bidder who, together with its concert parties, has acquired less than 10% of our total ordinary shares in the 12-month period prior to
the commencement of the offer period if the Irish Takeover Panel, taking into account the General Principles, considers it just and proper to do so.
An offer period will generally commence from the date of the first announcement of the offer or proposed offer.
Substantial Acquisition Rules
The Irish Takeover Rules also contain rules governing substantial acquisitions of shares and other voting securities which restrict the speed at which a
person may increase his or her holding of shares and rights over shares to an aggregate of between 15% and 30% of the voting rights of the company. Except
in certain circumstances, an acquisition or series of acquisitions of shares or rights over shares representing 10% or more of the voting rights of the company
is prohibited, if such acquisition(s), when aggregated with shares or rights already held, would result in the acquirer holding 15% or more
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but less than 30% of the voting rights of the company and such acquisitions are made within a period of seven days. These rules also require accelerated
disclosure of acquisitions of shares or rights over shares relating to such holdings.
Frustrating Action
Under the Irish Takeover Rules, our board of directors is not permitted to take any action that might frustrate an offer for our shares once our board of
directors has received an approach that may lead to an offer or has reason to believe that such an offer is or may be imminent, subject to certain exceptions.
Potentially frustrating actions such as 1) the issue of shares, options, restricted share units or convertible securities, (2) material acquisitions or disposals,
(3) entering into contracts other than in the ordinary course of business or (4) any action, other than seeking alternative offers, which may result in frustration
of an offer, are prohibited during the course of an offer or at any earlier time during which our board of directors has reason to believe an offer is or may be
imminent. Exceptions to this prohibition are available where:
•

the action is approved by our shareholders at a general meeting; or

•

the Irish Takeover Panel has given its consent, where:
•

it is satisfied the action would not constitute frustrating action;

•

our shareholders holding more than 50% of the voting rights state in writing that they approve the proposed action and would vote in
favor of it at a general meeting;

•

the action is taken in accordance with a contract entered into prior to the announcement of the offer, or any earlier time at which our
board of directors considered the offer to be imminent; or

•

the decision to take such action was made before the announcement of the offer and either has been at least partially implemented or is
in the ordinary course of business.

Shareholders' Rights Plan
Irish law does not expressly authorize or prohibit companies from issuing share purchase rights or adopting a shareholder rights plan as an anti-takeover
measure. However, there is no directly relevant case law on the validity of such plans under Irish law. In addition, such a plan would be subject to the Irish
Takeover Rules and the General Principles underlying the Irish Takeover Rules. Our Articles allow our board of directors to adopt a shareholder rights plan
upon such terms and conditions as our board of directors deems expedient and in the best interests of us, subject to applicable law.
Subject to the Irish Takeover Rules, our board of directors also has power to issue any of our authorized and unissued shares on such terms and
conditions as it may determine and any such action should be taken in our best interests. It is possible, however, that the terms and conditions of any issue of
preferred shares could discourage a takeover or other transaction that holders of some or a majority of the ordinary shares believe to be in their best interests
or in which holders might receive a premium for their shares over the then-market price of the shares.
Disclosure of Interests in Shares
Under the Irish Companies Act, our shareholders must notify us if, as a result of a transaction, the shareholder will become interested in three percent or
more of our voting shares, or if as a result of a transaction a shareholder who was interested in three percent or more of our voting shares ceases to be so
interested. Where a shareholder is interested in three percent or more of our voting shares, the shareholder must notify us of any alteration of his or her interest
that brings his or her total holding through the nearest whole percentage number, whether an increase or a reduction. The relevant
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percentage figure is calculated by reference to the aggregate nominal value of the voting shares in which the shareholder is interested as a proportion of the
entire nominal value of our issued share capital (or any such class of share capital in issue). Where the percentage level of the shareholder's interest does not
amount to a whole percentage, this figure may be rounded down to the next whole number. We must be notified within five business days of the transaction
or alteration of the shareholder's interests that gave rise to the notification requirement. If a shareholder fails to comply with these notification requirements,
the shareholder's rights in respect of any of our shares it holds will not be enforceable, either directly or indirectly. However, such person may apply to the
court to have the rights attaching to such shares reinstated.
In addition to these disclosure requirements, we, under the Irish Companies Act, may, by notice in writing, require a person whom we know or have
reasonable cause to believe to be, or at any time during the three years immediately preceding the date on which such notice is issued to have been, interested
in shares comprised in our relevant share capital to (i) indicate whether or not it is the case and (ii) where such person holds or has during that time held an
interest in our shares, to provide additional information, including the person's own past or present interests in our shares. If the recipient of the notice fails to
respond within the reasonable time period specified in the notice, we may apply to the Irish court for an order directing that the affected shares be subject to
certain restrictions, as prescribed by the Irish Companies Act, as follows:
•

any transfer of those shares or, in the case of unissued shares, any transfer of the right to be issued with shares and any issue of shares, shall be
void;

•

no voting rights shall be exercisable in respect of those shares;

•

no further shares shall be issued in right of those shares or in pursuance of any offer made to the holder of those shares; and

•

no payment shall be made of any sums due from us on those shares, whether in respect of capital or otherwise.

The court may also order that shares subject to any of these restrictions be sold with the restrictions terminating upon the completion of the sale.
In the event we are in an offer period pursuant to the Irish Takeover Rules, accelerated disclosure provisions apply for persons holding an interest in our
securities of one percent or more.
Listing
Our ordinary shares are listed on The Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol "SBBP."
Transfer Agent and Registrar
The transfer agent and registrar for our ordinary shares is Computershare, Inc. The transfer agent and registrar's address is 250 Royall Street, Canton, MA
02021.
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Differences in Corporate Law Between Ireland and the State of Delaware
As a public limited company incorporated under the laws of Ireland, the rights of our shareholders are governed by applicable Irish law, including the
Irish Companies Act, and not by the law of any U.S. state. As a result, our directors and shareholders are subject to different responsibilities, rights and
privileges than are applicable to directors and shareholders of U.S. corporations. We have set below a summary of the differences between the provisions of
the Irish Companies Act applicable to us and the Delaware General Corporation Law relating to stockholders' rights and protections. This summary is not
intended to be a complete discussion of the respective rights and it is qualified in its entirety by reference to Irish law, Delaware law and our Articles. Before
investing, you should consult your legal advisor regarding the impact of Irish corporate law on your specific circumstances and reasons for investing. The
summary below does not include a description of rights or obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws or NASDAQ listing requirements. You are also
urged to carefully read the relevant provisions of the Delaware General Corporation Law and the Irish Companies Act for a more complete understanding of
the differences between Delaware and Irish law.
Authorized Capital

Delaware

Ireland

Under Delaware law, the board of directors without
stockholder approval may approve the issuance of
authorized but unissued shares of capital stock that are
not otherwise committed for issuance.

Our authorised share capital may be increased or
reduced, but not below the number of issued ordinary
shares or preferred shares, as applicable, by a simple
majority of the votes cast at a general meeting, referred
to under Irish law as an "ordinary resolution."
Under Irish law, the directors of a company may issue
new ordinary or preferred shares without shareholder
approval once authorized to do so by the
memorandum and articles of association or by an
ordinary resolution adopted by the shareholders at a
general meeting. The authorization may be granted for
a maximum period of five years, at which point it must
be renewed by the shareholders by an ordinary
resolution. Accordingly, our Articles authorize our
board of directors to issue new preferred shares without
shareholder approval for a period of five years from the
date of the adoption of our Articles.
The rights and restrictions to which our ordinary shares
are subject is prescribed in our Articles. Our Articles
entitle our board of directors, without shareholder
approval, to determine the terms of any preferred
shares issued. Preferred shares may be preferred as to
dividends, rights on a winding up or voting in such
manner as our directors may resolve. The preferred
shares may also be redeemable at the option of the
holder of the preferred shares or at our option, and may
be convertible into or exchangeable for shares of any
other class or classes, depending on the terms of such
preferred shares.
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Delaware

Ireland

Reduction of Capital

Under Delaware law, a corporation, by an affirmative
vote of a majority of the board of directors, may reduce
its capital by reducing or eliminating the capital
represented by shares of capital stock which have been
retired, by applying to an already authorized purchase
redemption, conversion or exchange of outstanding
shares of its capital stock some or all of the capital
represented by shares being purchased, redeemed,
converted or exchanged or any capital that has not
been allocated to any particular class of capital stock
or by transferring to surplus capital some or all of the
capital not represented by any particular class of its
capital stock or the capital associated with certain
issued shares of its par value capital stock. No
reduction of capital may be made unless the assets of
the corporation remaining after the reduction are
sufficient to pay any debts for which payment has not
otherwise been otherwise provided.

A company may, by ordinary resolution, reduce its
authorized share capital in any way. A company also
may, by special resolution and subject to confirmation
by the Irish High Court, reduce or cancel its issued
share capital in any way permitted by the Irish
Companies Act.

Preemption Rights;
Consideration for Shares

Under Delaware law, unless otherwise provided in a
corporation's certificate of incorporation or any
amendment thereto, or in the resolution or resolutions
providing for the issue of such shares adopted by the
board of directors pursuant to authority expressly
vested in it by the provisions of its certificate of
incorporation, a stockholder does not, by operation of
law, possess preemptive rights to subscribe to
additional issuances of the corporation's capital stock.

Under Irish law, unless otherwise authorized, when an
Irish public limited company issues shares for cash to
new shareholders, it is required first to offer those
shares on the same or more favorable terms to existing
shareholders of the company on a pro rata basis,
commonly referred to as the statutory preemption
right. However, we have opted out of these preemption
rights in our Articles as permitted under Irish law.
Because Irish law requires this opt-out to be renewed
every five years by a special resolution of the
shareholders, our Articles provide that this opt-out will
lapse five years after the adoption of our current
Articles on September 9, 2015. A special resolution
requires not less than 75% of the votes of our
shareholders cast at a general meeting. If this opt-out is
not renewed, shares issued for cash must be offered to
our pre-existing shareholders pro rata to their existing
shareholding before the shares can be issued to any
new shareholders. Statutory preemption rights do not
apply (1) where shares are issued for non-cash
consideration, such as in a share-for-share acquisition,
(2) to the issue of non-equity shares, that is, shares that
have the right to participate only up to a specified
amount in any income or capital distribution, or
(3) where shares are issued pursuant to an employee
share option or similar equity plan.
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Delaware

Ireland

Under Irish law, a company is prohibited from allotting
shares without consideration. Accordingly, at least the
nominal value of the shares issued underlying any
restricted share award, restricted share unit,
performance share awards, bonus shares or any other
share-based grants must be paid pursuant to the Irish
Companies Act.
Dividends, Distributions,
Repurchases
and Redemptions

Dividends and Distributions

Dividends and Distributions

Under Delaware law, unless otherwise provided in a
corporation's certificate of incorporation, directors may
declare and pay dividends upon its capital stock either
(1) out of its surplus or (2) if the corporation does not
have surplus, out of its net profits for the fiscal year in
which the dividend is declared or the preceding fiscal
year.

Under Irish law, dividends and distributions may only
be made from distributable reserves. Distributable
reserves generally means accumulated realized profits
less accumulated realized losses and includes reserves
created by way of capital reduction. In addition, no
distribution or dividend may be made unless the net
assets of a company are equal to, or in excess of, the
aggregate of that company's called up share capital
plus undistributable reserves and the distribution does
not reduce that company's net assets below such
aggregate. Undistributable reserves include
undenominated capital and the amount by which a
company's accumulated unrealized profits, so far as not
previously utilized by any capitalization, exceed that
company's accumulated unrealized losses, so far as not
previously written off in a reduction of capital
approved by the Irish High Court without restriction,
or a reorganization of capital.

The excess, if any, at any given time, of the net assets
of the corporation over the amount so determined to be
capital is surplus. Net assets means the amount by
which total assets exceed total liabilities.
Dividends may be paid in cash, in property, or in
shares of the corporation's capital stock.

The determination as to whether or not a company has
sufficient distributable reserves to fund a dividend
must be made by reference to the "relevant financial
statements" of that company. The "relevant financial
statements" will be either the last set of unconsolidated
annual audited financial statements or other financial
statements properly prepared in accordance with the
Irish Companies Act, which give a "true and fair view"
of a company's unconsolidated financial position and
accord with accepted accounting practice. The
relevant financial statements must be filed in the
Companies Registration Office (the official public
registry for companies in Ireland).
Dividends may be declared and paid in the form of
cash or non-cash assets and may be paid in dollars or
any other currency.
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Delaware

Ireland

Share Repurchases and Redemptions

Share Repurchases and Redemptions

Under Delaware law, any stock of any class or series
may be made subject to redemption by the corporation
at its option or at the option of the holders of such
stock or upon the happening of a specified event;
provided however, that immediately following any
such redemption the corporation must have
outstanding one or more shares of one or more classes
or series of stock, which share, or shares together, have
full voting powers.

Our Articles provide that any ordinary share that we
agree to acquire shall be deemed to be a redeemable
share. Accordingly, for purposes of Irish law, the
repurchase of ordinary shares by us may technically be
effected as a redemption.

Any stock which may be made redeemable may be
redeemed for cash, property or rights, including
securities of the same or another corporation, at such
time or times, price or prices, or rate or rates, and with
such adjustments, as stated in the certificate of
incorporation or in the resolution or resolutions
providing for the issue of such stock adopted by the
board of directors.
Every corporation may purchase, redeem, receive, take
or otherwise acquire, own and hold, sell, lend,
exchange, transfer or otherwise dispose of, pledge, use
and otherwise deal in and with its own shares;
provided, however, that no corporation may:
(1) purchase or redeem its own shares of capital stock
for cash or other property when the capital of the
corporation is impaired or when such purchase or
redemption would cause any impairment of the capital
of the corporation, except that a corporation other than
a non-stock corporation may purchase or redeem out of
capital any of its own shares which are entitled upon
any distribution of its assets, whether by dividend or in
liquidation, to a preference over another class or series
of its shares, or, if no shares entitled to such a
preference are outstanding, any of its own shares, if
such shares will be retired upon their acquisition and
the capital of the corporation reduced; (2) purchase, for
more than the price at which they may then be
redeemed, any of its shares which are redeemable at the
option of the corporation; or (3) redeem any of its
shares, unless their redemption is authorized by
Delaware law and then only in accordance with its
certificate of incorporation.
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Under Irish law, we may issue redeemable shares and
redeem them out of distributable reserves or the
proceeds of a new issue of shares for that purpose. We
may only issue redeemable shares if the nominal value
of the issued share capital that is not redeemable is not
less than 10% of the nominal value of our total issued
share capital. All redeemable shares must also be fullypaid and the terms of redemption of the shares must
provide for payment on redemption.
We may also be given authority to purchase our shares
on a recognized stock exchange such as the NASDAQ
or off market purchases with such authority to be given
by our shareholders at a general meeting, which would
take effect on the same terms and be subject to the
same conditions as applicable to purchases by our
subsidiaries.
Our board of directors may also issue preferred shares,
which may be redeemed at the option of either us or
the shareholder, depending on the terms of such
preferred shares.
Repurchased and redeemed shares may be cancelled or
held as treasury shares. The nominal value of treasury
shares held by us at any time must not exceed 10% of
the nominal value of our issued share capital. We may
not exercise any voting rights in respect of any shares
held as treasury shares. Treasury shares may be
canceled by us or re-issued subject to certain
conditions.

Delaware

Ireland

Purchases by Subsidiaries

Purchases by Subsidiaries

Under Delaware law, shares of a corporation's capital
stock may be acquired by subsidiaries of that
corporation without stockholder approval. Such
capital stock owned by a majority owned subsidiary
are neither entitled to vote nor counted as outstanding
for quorum purposes.

Under Irish law, a company's subsidiaries may
purchase shares of that company either on market on a
recognized stock exchange such as NASDAQ or off
market.
For one of our subsidiaries to make on market
purchases of our ordinary shares, our shareholders must
provide general authorization for such purchase by
way of ordinary resolution. However, as long as this
general authority has been granted, no specific
shareholder authority for a particular on market
purchase by a subsidiary of our ordinary shares is
required. For a purchase by a subsidiary off market, the
proposed purchase contract must be authorized by
special resolution of our shareholders before the
contract is entered into. The person whose ordinary
shares are to be bought back cannot vote in favor of
the special resolution and the purchase contract must
be on display or must be available for inspection by
our shareholders at our registered office from the date
of the notice of the meeting at which the resolution
approving the contract is to be proposed.
The number of shares held by our subsidiaries at any
time will count as treasury shares and will be included
in any calculation of the permitted treasury share
threshold of 10% of the nominal value of our issued
share capital. While a subsidiary holds our shares, such
subsidiary cannot exercise any voting rights in respect
of those shares. The acquisition of our ordinary shares
by a subsidiary must be funded out of distributable
reserves of the subsidiary.
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Election of Directors

Delaware

Ireland

Under Delaware law, a corporation must have at least
one director. The number of directors of a corporation
is fixed by, or in the manner provided in, the bylaws,
unless the certificate of incorporation fixes the number
of directors, in which case a change in the number of
directors must be made by amendment of the
certificate of incorporation. Delaware law does not
contain specific provisions requiring a majority of
independent directors.

Our Articles divide our board of directors into three
classes, with members of each class being elected to
staggered three-year terms. At each annual general
meeting, directors will be elected for a full term of
three years to succeed those directors of the relevant
class whose terms are expiring. A nominee is elected to
the board of directors by a plurality of the votes cast
by shareholders.
Holders of our ordinary shares are entitled to one vote
for each share at all meetings at which directors are
elected.
Our Articles provide for a minimum number of
directors of two. In the event that an election results in
only one director being elected, that director shall be
elected and shall serve for a three-year term, and the
nominee receiving the next greatest number of votes in
favour of their election shall hold office until his or her
successor shall be elected.

Registration, Removal
and Disqualification
of Directors

Under Delaware law, unless otherwise provided in the
certificate of incorporation, directors may be removed
from office, with or without cause, by a majority
stockholder vote, except: (1) in the case of a
corporation whose board of directors is classified,
stockholders may effect such removal only for cause;
and (2) in the case of a corporation having cumulative
voting, if less than the entire board of directors is to be
removed, no director can be removed without cause if
the votes cast against such director's removal would be
sufficient to elect such director if then cumulatively
voted at an election of the entire board of directors, or,
if there are classes of directors, at an election of the
class of directors of which such director is a part.

Under the Irish Companies Act and notwithstanding
anything contained in our Articles or in any agreement
between us and a director, the shareholders may, by an
ordinary resolution, remove a director from office
before the expiration of his or her term at a meeting
held on no less than 28 days' notice and at which the
director is entitled to be heard. Because of this
provision of the Irish Companies Act, our Articles
provide that we may, by ordinary resolution, remove
any director before the expiration of his period of
office notwithstanding anything in any agreement
between us and the removed director. The power of
removal is without prejudice to any claim for damages
for breach of contract, e.g., employment contract, that
the director may have against us in respect of his or her
removal. Our Articles also provide that the office of a
director will also be vacated if the director is restricted
or disqualified to act as a director under the Acts;
resigns his or her office by notice in writing to us or in
writing offers to resign and the directors resolve to
accept such offer; or is requested to resign in writing
by not less than 75% of the other directors.

Quorum of the Board of Directors

The quorum necessary for transaction of business by
the board of directors shall consist of a majority of the
total number of directors unless the certificate of
incorporation or bylaws require a greater number.

The quorum necessary for transaction of business by
our board of directors may be a majority of the
directors in office at the time when the meeting is
convened.
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Duties of Directors

Delaware

Ireland

Under Delaware law, a company's directors are charged
with fiduciary duties of care and loyalty. The duty of
care requires that directors act in an informed and
deliberate manner and inform themselves, prior to
making a business decision, of all relevant material
information reasonably available to them. The duty of
care also requires that directors exercise care in
overseeing and investigating the conduct of corporate
employees. The duty of loyalty may be summarized as
the duty to act in good faith, not out of self-interest,
and in a manner which the director reasonably believes
to be in the best interests of the corporation and its
stockholders. A party challenging the propriety of a
decision of a board of directors bears the burden of
rebutting the applicability of the presumptions
afforded to directors by the "business judgment rule."
If the presumption is not rebutted, the business
judgment rule attaches to protect the directors and
their decisions. Notwithstanding the foregoing,
Delaware courts may subject directors' conduct to
enhanced scrutiny in respect of defensive actions
taken in response to a threat to corporate control and
approval of a transaction resulting in a sale of control
of the corporation.

Our directors have certain statutory and fiduciary
duties. All of our directors have equal and overall
responsibility for the management of our company,
although directors who also serve as employees will
have additional responsibilities and duties arising
under their employment agreements and it is likely
that more will be expected of them in compliance with
their duties than non-executive directors. The
principal fiduciary duties of directors are stated in
section 228 of the Irish Companies Act and include the
duties of good faith and exercising due care and skill.
Directors' statutory duties also include ensuring the
maintenance of proper books of account, having
annual accounts prepared, having an annual audit
performed and the duty to maintain certain registers
and make certain filings as well as disclosure of
personal interests. For public limited companies like
us, directors are under a specific duty to ensure that the
secretary is a person with the requisite knowledge and
experience to discharge the role.
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Under Irish law, a director is entitled to rely on
information, opinions, reports or statements, including
financial statements and other financial data, prepared
or presented by (1) other directors, officers or
employees of the company whom the director
reasonably believes to be reliable and competent in
the matters prepared or presented, (2) legal counsel,
public accountants or other persons as to matters the
director reasonably believes are within their
professional or expert competence, or (3) a committee
of the board of which the director does not serve as to
matters within its designated authority, which
committee the director reasonably believes to merit
confidence.

Delaware

Conflicts of Interest of Directors

Ireland

Under Delaware law, a contract or transaction in which
a director has an interest will not be voidable solely for
this reason if (1) the material facts with respect to such
interested director's relationship or interest in the
contract or transaction are disclosed or are known to
the board of directors, and the board of directors in
good faith authorizes the transaction by the affirmative
vote of a majority of the disinterested directors, (2) the
material facts with respect to such interested director's
relationship or interest in the contract or transaction
are disclosed or are known to the stockholders entitled
to vote on such transaction, and the transaction is
specifically approved in good faith by vote of the
majority of shares entitled to vote thereon, or (3) the
contract or transaction is fair to the corporation as of
the time it is authorized, approved or ratified. The mere
fact that an interested director is present and voting on
a transaction in which he or she is interested will not
itself make the transaction void. Under Delaware law,
an interested director could be held liable for a
transaction in which such director derived an improper
personal benefit.
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As a matter of Irish law, a director is under a general
fiduciary duty to avoid conflicts of interest. Under
Irish law, directors who have a personal interest in a
contract or proposed contract with a company are
required to declare the nature of their interest at a
meeting of the directors of that company. A company
is required to maintain a register of declared interests,
which must be available for shareholder inspection.
Our Articles provide that a director must declare any
interest he or she may have in a contract with us at a
meeting of our board of directors in accordance with
the Irish Companies Act.
Our Articles provide that a director may vote in respect
of any contract, appointment or arrangement in which
he is interested, and he shall be counted in the quorum
present at the meeting. Under our Articles, a director
may be a director of, other officer of, or otherwise
interested in, any company promoted by us or in which
we are interested, and such director will not be
accountable to us for any compensation or other
benefit received from such employment or other
interest. Our Articles further provide that (1) no
director will be prevented from contracting with us
because of his or her position as a director, (2) any
contract entered into between a director and us will not
be subject to avoidance, and (3) no director will be
liable to account to us for any profits realized by virtue
of any contract between such director and us because
the director holds such office or the fiduciary
relationship established thereby.

Delaware

Indemnification of Officers and Directors

Ireland

Delaware law permits a corporation to indemnify, and
to advance expenses to, officers and directors for
actions taken in good faith and in a manner they
reasonably believed to be in, or not opposed to, the
best interests of the corporation, and with respect to
any criminal action that they had no reasonable cause
to believe was unlawful.

Irish law permits indemnification for the benefit of a
company's directors and executive officers. However,
as to directors and company secretary, this indemnity
is limited by the Irish Companies Act, which prescribes
that an advance commitment to indemnify only
permits a company to pay the costs or discharge the
liability of a director or company secretary where
judgment is given in favor of the director or company
secretary in any civil or criminal action in respect of
such costs or liability, or where an Irish court grants
relief because the director or company secretary acted
honestly and reasonably and ought fairly to be
excused. Any provision whereby an Irish company
seeks to commit in advance to indemnify its directors
or company secretary over and above the limitations
imposed by the Irish Companies Act will be void,
whether contained in its articles of association or any
contract between the company and the director or
company secretary. This restriction does not apply to
executive officers who are not directors, the company
secretary or other persons who are considered "officers"
within the meaning of the Irish Companies Act.
Our Articles also contain indemnification and expense
advancement provisions for current or former
executives who are not directors or our company
secretary.
Our directors may, on a case-by-case basis, decide at
their discretion that it is in our best interests to
indemnify an individual director from any liability
arising from his or her position as a director of us.
However, this discretion must be exercised bona fide
in our best interests as a whole. Any such indemnity
will be limited in the manner described in the
foregoing paragraphs.
We are permitted under our Articles and the Irish
Companies Act to take out directors' and officers'
liability insurance, as well as other types of insurance,
for our directors, officers, employees and agents. In
order to attract and retain qualified directors and
officers, we expect to purchase and maintain
customary directors' and officers' liability insurance
and other types of comparable insurance.
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We have entered, and intend to continue to enter, into
separate indemnification agreements with our directors
and executive officers, in addition to the
indemnification provided for in our Articles. These
agreements, among other things, provide that we will
to the extent permitted under our Articles and the Irish
Companies Act indemnify and provide expense
advancement for our directors and executive officers
for certain expenses, including attorneys' fees,
judgments, fines, and settlement amounts incurred by a
director or executive officer in any action or
proceeding arising out of their services as one of our
directors or executive officers, or any of our
subsidiaries or any other company or enterprise to
which the person provides services at our request. At
present, there is no pending litigation or proceeding
involving any of our directors or executive officers as
to which indemnification is required or permitted, and
we are not aware of any threatened litigation or
proceeding that may result in a claim for
indemnification. The indemnification provisions in
our Articles may discourage shareholders from
bringing a lawsuit against directors for breach of their
fiduciary duties. They may also reduce the likelihood
of derivative litigation against directors and officers,
even though an action, if successful, might benefit us
and our shareholders. A shareholder's investment may
be harmed to the extent we pay the costs of settlement
and damage awards against directors and officers
pursuant to these indemnification provisions. Insofar
as indemnification for liabilities under the Securities
Act may be permitted to directors, officers or persons
controlling us pursuant to the foregoing provisions, we
have been informed that in the opinion of the SEC
such indemnification is against public policy as
expressed in the Securities Act and is therefore
unenforceable. There is no pending litigation or
proceeding naming any of our directors or officers as
to which indemnification is being sought, nor are we
aware of any pending or threatened litigation that may
result in claims for indemnification by any director or
officer.
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Under Delaware law, a corporation may include in its
certificate of incorporation a provision that limits or
eliminates the personal liability of directors to the
corporation and its stockholders for monetary damages
for a breach of fiduciary duty as a director. However, a
corporation may not limit or eliminate the personal
liability of a director for: (1) any breach of the
director's duty of loyalty to the corporation or its
stockholders; (2) acts or omissions in bad faith or
which involve intentional misconduct or a knowing
violation of law; (3) intentional or negligent payments
of unlawful dividends or unlawful share purchases or
redemptions; or (4) any transaction in which the
director derives an improper personal benefit.

Under Irish law, a company may not exempt its
directors from liability for negligence or a breach of
duty. However, where a breach of duty has been
established, directors may be statutorily exempted by
an Irish court from personal liability for negligence or
breach of duty if, among other things, the court
determines that they have acted honestly and
reasonably, and that they may fairly be excused as a
result.

Under Delaware law, an annual meeting of
stockholders is required. Any stockholder or director
may apply to the Delaware Chancery Court for an
order for a corporation to hold an annual meeting if the
corporation has failed to hold an annual meeting for a
period of 13 months after its last annual meeting.

We are required to hold an annual general meeting
within eighteen months of incorporation and at
intervals of no more than fifteen months thereafter,
provided that an annual general meeting is held in
each calendar year following our first annual general
meeting, no more than nine months after our fiscal
year-end.

Under Irish law, shareholders may not agree to exempt
a director or officer from any claim or right of action
the shareholder may have, whether individually or in
the right of a company, on account of any action taken
or the failure to take any action in the performance of
his or her duties to that company.

Our extraordinary general meetings may be convened
by (1) our board of directors, (2) on requisition of
shareholders holding not less than 10% of our paid up
share capital carrying voting rights or (3) on
requisition of our auditors. Extraordinary general
meetings are generally held for the purposes of
approving shareholder resolutions as may be required
from time to time.
Notice of a general meeting must be given to all our
shareholders and to our auditors. Our Articles provide
that the maximum notice period is 60 days. The
minimum notice periods are 21 days' notice in writing
for an annual general meeting or an extraordinary
general meeting to approve a special resolution and
14 days' notice in writing for any other extraordinary
general meeting. General meetings may be called by
shorter notice, but only with the consent of our
auditors and all of our shareholders entitled to attend
and vote thereat. Because of the 21-day and 14-day
requirements described in this paragraph, our Articles
include provisions reflecting these requirements of
Irish law.
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In the case of an extraordinary general meeting
convened by our shareholders, the proposed purpose
of the meeting must be set out in the requisition
notice. The requisition notice can contain any
resolution. Upon receipt of this requisition notice, our
board of directors has 21 days to convene a meeting of
our shareholders to vote on the matters set out in the
requisition notice. This meeting must be held within
two months of the receipt of the requisition notice. If
our board of directors does not convene the meeting
within such 21-day period, the requisitioning
shareholders, or any of them representing more than
one half of the total voting rights of all of them, may
themselves convene a meeting, which meeting must be
held within three months of the receipt of the
requisition notice.
The only matters which must, as a matter of Irish
company law, be transacted at an annual general
meeting are the consideration of the Irish statutory
financial statements, the report of the directors, the
report of the auditors on these statements and that
report and a review by the members of our affairs. If no
resolution is made in respect of the reappointment of
an auditor at an annual general meeting, the previous
auditor will be deemed to have continued in office.
Our Articles divide our board of directors into three
classes, with members of each class being elected to
staggered three-year terms. At each annual general
meeting, directors will be elected for a full term of
three years to succeed those directors of the relevant
class whose terms are expiring. A nominee is elected to
the board of directors by a plurality of the votes cast
by shareholders.
Holders of our ordinary shares are entitled to one vote
for each share at all meetings at which directors are
elected.
Our Articles provide for a minimum number of
directors of two. In the event that an election results in
only one director being elected, that director shall be
elected and shall serve for a three-year term, and the
nominee receiving the next greatest number of votes in
favour of their election shall hold office until his or her
successor shall be elected.
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If our directors become aware that our net assets are
half or less of the amount of our called-up share
capital, our directors must convene an extraordinary
general meeting of our shareholders not later than
28 days from the date that they learn of this fact. This
meeting must be convened for the purposes of
considering whether any, and if so what, measures
should be taken to address the situation.
Advance Notice Provisions

As may be set by the corporation's bylaws.

Our Articles provide that (a) with respect to an annual
general meeting of shareholders, nominations of
persons for election to the board of directors and the
proposal of business to be considered by shareholders
may be made only pursuant to our notice of meeting;
by our board of directors; or by a shareholder who is
entitled to vote at the meeting and who has complied
with the advance notice procedures provided for our
Articles, and (b) with respect to an extraordinary
general meeting of shareholders, nominations of
persons for election to our board of directors and the
proposal of business to be considered by shareholders
may be made only pursuant to our notice of meeting;
by our board of directors; by any shareholders
pursuant to the valid exercise of the power granted
under the Irish Companies Act; or by a shareholder
who is entitled to vote at the meeting and who has
complied with the advance notice procedures provided
for in our Articles.
In order to comply with the advance notice procedures
of our Articles, a shareholder must give written notice
to our Secretary on a timely basis. To be timely for an
annual general meeting, notice must be delivered, or
mailed and received, at least 120 days in advance of
the first anniversary of the date that we released the
proxy statement for the preceding year's annual
general meeting, subject to certain exceptions. To be
timely for an extraordinary general meeting, notice
must be delivered, or mailed and received, by the later
of (1) 120 days in advance of the meeting or (2) the
date that is 10 days after the date of the first public
announcement of the date of the meeting. For
nominations to our board of directors, the notice must
include all information about the director nominee
that is required to be disclosed by SEC rules regarding
the solicitation of proxies for the election of directors
and such other information as we may reasonably
require to determine the eligibility of the proposed
nominee.
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For other business that a shareholder proposes to bring
before the meeting, the notice must include a brief
description of the business, the reasons for proposing
the business at the meeting and a discussion of any
material interest of the shareholder in the business.
Whether the notice relates to a nomination to the
board of directors or to other business to be proposed
at the meeting, the notice also must include
information about the shareholder and the
shareholder's holdings of our shares.
In addition, the Irish Companies Act provides that
shareholders holding not less than 10% of the total
voting rights may call an extraordinary general
meeting for the purpose of considering director
nominations or other proposals, as described below
under "—Special/Extraordinary Shareholder
Meetings." The chairman of the meeting may refuse to
transact any business or may disregard nomination of
any person if a shareholder fails to comply with the
foregoing procedures.
Proxy

Under Delaware law, at any meeting of stockholders, a
stockholder may designate another person to act for
such stockholder by proxy, but no such proxy may be
voted or acted upon after three years from its date,
unless the proxy provides for a longer period.

Under the Irish Companies Act, at any meeting of
shareholders, a shareholder may designate another
person to attend, speak and vote at the meeting on
their behalf by proxy, but no such proxy shall be voted
or acted upon at any subsequent meeting, unless the
proxy expressly provides for this.

Special/Extraordinary General Meetings

Under Delaware law, special meetings of stockholders
may be called by the board of directors or by such
other person or persons authorized to do so by the
corporation's certificate of incorporation or bylaws. At
a special meeting, only the business set forth in the
notice of meeting may be conducted.

Extraordinary general meetings may be convened
(1) by our board of directors, (2) on requisition of our
shareholders holding not less than 10% of the paid up
share capital of our carrying voting rights, (3) on
requisition of our auditors, or (4) in exceptional cases,
by order of a court. Extraordinary general meetings are
generally held for the purpose of approving
shareholder resolutions of our company as may be
required from time to time. At any extraordinary
general meeting only such business shall be conducted
as is set forth in the notice thereof.
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In the case of an extraordinary general meeting
convened by our shareholders, the proposed purpose
of the meeting must be set out in the requisition
notice. Upon receipt of any such valid requisition
notice, our board of directors has 21 days to convene a
meeting of our shareholders to vote on the matters set
out in the requisition notice. This meeting must be
held within two months of the receipt of the
requisition notice. If our board of directors does not
convene the meeting within such 21-day period, the
requisitioning shareholders, or any of them
representing more than one half of the total voting
rights of all of them, may themselves convene a
meeting, which meeting must be held within three
months of the receipt of the requisition notice.
Under Irish law, if our board of directors becomes
aware that our net assets are not greater than half of the
amount of our called-up share capital, it must convene
an extraordinary general meeting of our shareholders
not later than 28 days from the date that our directors
learn of this fact to consider how to address the
situation.
Record Date; Notice Provisions for
Meetings of Shareholders

Under Delaware law, unless otherwise provided in the
certificate of incorporation or bylaws or under other
portions of Delaware law, written notice of any
meeting of the stockholders must be given to each
stockholder entitled to vote at the meeting not less
than 10 nor more than 60 days before the date of the
meeting and must specify the place, if any, date, hour,
means of remote communications, if any, by which
stockholders and proxy holders may be deemed to be
present in person and vote at such meeting, the record
date for determining the stockholders entitled to vote
at the meeting, if such date is different from the record
date for determining stockholders entitled to notice of
the meeting, and, in the case of a special meeting, the
purpose or purposes of the meeting.
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Our Articles provide that our directors may, from time
to time, fix a record date for the purposes of
determining the rights of members to notice of and/or
to vote at any general meeting, but that such record
date shall be not more than 80 nor less than 10 days
before the date of such meeting. Our Articles provide
that if no record date is fixed by our directors, the
record date for determining members entitled to notice
of or to vote at a meeting of the members shall be the
close of business on the day next preceding the day on
which notice is given.
Notice of an annual general meeting must be given to
all of our shareholders and to our auditors. Our Articles
provide that the maximum notice period is 60 days.
The minimum notice period is 21 days' notice in
writing for an annual general meeting.

Shareholder Quorum Voting Rights
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Delaware law provides that, unless otherwise provided
in the certificate of incorporation, each stockholder is
entitled to one vote for each share of capital stock held
by such stockholder.

Under our Articles, each holder of our ordinary shares
is entitled to one vote for each of ordinary share that
he or she holds as of the record date for the meeting.
The holders of our deferred ordinary shares are not
entitled to a vote. We may not exercise any voting
rights in respect of any shares held as treasury shares.
Any shares held by our subsidiaries will count as
treasury shares for this purpose, and such subsidiaries
cannot therefore exercise any voting rights in respect
of those shares. Irish law distinguishes between
"ordinary business" and "special business." Most
business that is transacted at a general meeting is
deemed "special" with the exception of declaring a
dividend, the consideration of the statutory financial
statements and the reports of the directors and auditors
thereon, the review by the shareholders of the
company's affairs, the fixing of the remuneration of
auditors and the election of directors, all of which are
deemed to be "ordinary business."
Our Articles provide that, except where a greater
majority is required by the Irish Companies Act (such
as any matters that require special resolutions of the
shareholders) as described below, any question,
business or resolution proposed at any general meeting
shall be decided by a simple majority of the votes cast.
All resolutions proposed at our general meetings will
be decided on a poll. Every shareholder entitled to
vote has one vote for each share held unless otherwise
provided in our Articles. Voting rights may be
exercised by shareholders registered in the share
register as of the record date for the meeting or by a
duly appointed proxy of such a registered shareholder,
which proxy need not be a shareholder. Where
interests in shares are held by a nominee trust
company, this company may exercise the rights of the
beneficial holders on their behalf as their proxy. All
proxies must be appointed in accordance with our
Articles. Our Articles permit the appointment of
proxies by our shareholders to be notified to us
electronically, when permitted by our directors.
Abstentions, including persons indicating a vote to be
withheld, blank votes and broker non-votes will not be
counted for the purposes of establishing the number of
votes cast for the purposes of determining whether an
ordinary resolution (requiring a simple majority of
votes cast) or a special resolution (requiring the
support of 75%) has been approved.
Treasury shares will not be entitled to vote at general
meetings of shareholders.
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Action by Written Consent

Under Delaware law, unless otherwise provided in the
certificate of incorporation or bylaws, any action
required or permitted to be taken at a meeting of
stockholders may be taken without a meeting if a
written consent to the action is signed by stockholders
holding at least a majority of the voting power. If a
different proportion of voting power is required for an
action at a meeting, then that proportion of written
consents is also required.

Our Articles provide that shareholder resolutions are to
be adopted by way of poll at meetings and
shareholders are not permitted to pass resolutions by
unanimous written consent.

Derivative or Other Suits

Under Delaware law, a stockholder may bring a
derivative action on behalf of the corporation to
enforce the rights of the corporation. Generally, a
person may institute and maintain such a suit only if
such person was a stockholder at the time of the
transaction that is the subject of the suit or his or her
shares thereafter devolved upon him or her by
operation of law. Delaware law also requires that the
derivative plaintiff make a demand on the directors of
the corporation to assert the corporate claim before the
suit may be prosecuted by the derivative plaintiff,
unless such demand would be futile.
An individual also may commence a class action suit
on behalf of himself or herself and other similarly
situated stockholders where the requirements for
maintaining a class action have been met.

In certain limited circumstances, a shareholder may be
entitled to bring a derivative action on our behalf if a
wrong committed against us would otherwise go
unredressed.
The principal case law in Ireland indicates that to
bring a derivative action a person must first establish a
prima facie case (1) that a company is entitled to the
relief claimed and (2) that the action falls within one of
the five exceptions derived from case law, as follows:
• where an ultra vires or illegal act is perpetrated;
• where more than a bare majority is required to ratify
the "wrong" complained of;
• where the shareholders' personal rights are infringed;
• where a fraud has been perpetrated upon a minority
by those in control; and
• where the justice of the case requires a minority to be
permitted to institute proceedings.
Irish law also permits shareholders of a company to
bring proceedings against that company where its
affairs are being conducted, or the powers of the
directors are being exercised, in a manner oppressive
to the shareholders or in disregard of their interests.
The court can grant any relief it sees fit and the usual
remedy is the purchase or transfer of the shares of any
shareholder.
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Under Delaware law, with limited exceptions, a merger,
consolidation or sale of all or substantially all of the
assets of a Delaware corporation must be approved by
the board of directors and a majority of the issued and
outstanding shares entitled to vote thereon. However,
Section 203 of the DGCL generally prohibits a
Delaware corporation from engaging in any of a broad
range of business combinations with an interested
stockholder for a period of three years following the
date on which the stockholder became an interested
stockholder, unless, among other exceptions, such
transactions are approved by the board of directors
before such interested stockholder became such.

Irish law does not generally require shareholder
approval for a sale, lease or exchange of all or
substantially all of a company's property and assets,
however, our Articles provide that the affirmative vote
of the holders of a majority of our outstanding voting
shares on the relevant record date is required to
approve a sale, lease or exchange of all or substantially
all of our property or assets.
Our Articles also include a provision similar to
Section 203 of the DGCL, which generally prohibits us
from engaging in a business combination with an
interested shareholder for a period of three years
following the date the person became an interested
shareholder, unless, in general:
• our board of directors approved the transaction
which resulted in the shareholder becoming an
interested shareholder;
• upon consummation of the transaction which
resulted in the shareholder becoming an interested
shareholder, the shareholder owned at least 85% of
the voting shares outstanding at the time of
commencement of such transaction, excluding for
purposes of determining the number of voting shares
outstanding (but not the outstanding voting shares
owned by the interested shareholder), voting shares
owned by persons who are directors and also officers
and by certain employee share plans; or
• the business combination is approved by our board
of directors and authorized at an annual or
extraordinary general meeting of shareholders by the
affirmative vote of the holders of at least 75% of the
outstanding voting shares that are not owned by the
interested shareholder.
A "business combination" is generally defined as a
merger, asset or stock sale or other transaction
resulting in a financial benefit to the interested
shareholder. An "interested shareholder" is generally
defined as a person who, together with affiliates and
associates, owns or, within three years prior to the date
in question, owned 15% or more of our outstanding
voting shares.
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Under Delaware law, holders of shares of any class or
series of stock of a constituent corporation in a merger
or consolidation have the right, in certain
circumstances, to dissent from such merger or
consolidation by demanding payment in cash for their
shares equal to the fair value of such shares, exclusive
of any element of value arising from the
accomplishment or expectation of the merger or
consolidation, as determined by a court in an action
timely brought by the corporation or the dissenters.
Delaware law grants dissenters appraisal rights only in
the case of mergers or consolidations and not in the
case of a sale or transfer of assets or a purchase of assets
for stock, regardless of the number of shares being
issued. No appraisal rights are available for shares of
any class or series of stock that are listed on a national
securities exchange or held of record by more than
2,000 holders, unless the agreement of merger or
consolidation requires the holders thereof to accept for
such shares anything other than: shares of stock of the
surviving corporation; shares of stock of another
corporation, which shares of stock are either listed on a
national securities exchange or held of record by more
than 2,000 holders; cash in lieu of fractional shares of
the stock described in the first two points above; or
some combination of the above.

Generally, under Irish law, shareholders of an Irish
company do not have dissenters' or appraisal rights.
Under the European Communities (Cross-Border
Mergers) Regulations 2008, as amended, governing
the merger of an Irish company limited by shares such
as the company and a company incorporated in the
EEA, a shareholder (1) who voted against the special
resolution approving the merger or (2) of a company in
which 90% of the shares are held by the other party to
the merger, has the right in certain circumstances to
request that the successor company acquire his or her
shares for cash at a price determined in accordance
with the share exchange ratio set out in the merger
agreement.

In addition, appraisal rights are not available for
stockholders of a surviving corporation in a merger if
the merger did not require the vote of the stockholders
of the surviving corporation.
Amendments of Constituent Documents

Under Delaware law, a corporation may amend its
certificate of incorporation, from time to time, in any
and as many respects as may be desired, so long as its
certificate of incorporation as amended would contain
only such provisions as it would be lawful and proper
to insert in an original certificate of incorporation filed
at the time of the filing of the amendment; and, if a
change in stock or the rights of stockholders, or an
exchange, reclassification, subdivision, combination
or cancellation of stock or rights of stockholders is to
be made, such provisions as may be necessary to effect
such change, exchange, reclassification, subdivision,
combination or cancellation.
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Irish companies may only alter their memorandum and
articles of association by a resolution of shareholders
approved by 75% of the votes cast at a general
meeting. An Irish company is not permitted to opt out
of this requirement.
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The board of directors must adopt a resolution setting
forth the amendment proposed, declaring its
advisability and either calling a special meeting of the
stockholders entitled to vote in respect thereof for the
consideration of such amendment or directing that the
amendment proposed be considered at the next annual
meeting of the stockholders. A majority of the
outstanding shares entitled to vote thereon and a
majority of the outstanding shares of each class
entitled to vote thereon as a class must vote in favor of
the amendment.
The holders of the outstanding shares of a class must
be entitled to vote as a class upon a proposed
amendment, whether or not entitled to vote thereon by
the certificate of incorporation, if the amendment
would increase or decrease the aggregate number of
authorized shares of such class, increase or decrease
the par value of the shares of such class, or alter or
change the powers, preferences, or special rights of the
shares of such class so as to affect them adversely.
Dissolution and Winding Up

Upon the dissolution of a Delaware corporation, after
satisfaction of the claims of creditors, the assets of that
corporation would be distributed to stockholders in
accordance with their respective interests, including
any rights a holder of shares of preference shares may
have to preferred distributions upon dissolution or
liquidation of the corporation.
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The rights of our shareholders to a return of our assets
on dissolution or winding up, following the settlement
of all claims of creditors, may be prescribed in our
Articles or the terms of any preferred shares we issue
from time to time. The holders of our preferred shares
in particular may have the right to priority in the event
of our dissolution or winding up. If our Articles
contain no specific provisions in respect of dissolution
or winding up, then, subject to the priorities of any
creditors, the assets will be distributed to our
shareholders in proportion to the paid-up nominal
value of the shares held. Our Articles provide that our
ordinary shareholders are entitled to participate pro
rata in a winding up, but their right to do so may be
subject to the rights of any preferred shareholders to
participate under the terms of any series or class of
preferred shares.
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A judgment for the payment of money rendered by a
court in the United States based on civil liability
generally would be enforceable elsewhere in the
United States.

We may be dissolved and wound up at any time by
way of a shareholders' voluntary winding up or a
creditors' winding up. In the case of a shareholders'
voluntary winding up, a special resolution of
shareholders is required. We may also be dissolved by
way of court order on the application of a creditor, or
by the Companies Registration Office as an
enforcement measure where we have failed to file
certain returns. We may also be dissolved by the
Director of Corporate Enforcement in Ireland where
our affairs have been investigated by an inspector and
it appears from the report or any information obtained
by the Director of Corporate Enforcement that we
should be wound up.
A judgment for the payment of money rendered by a
court in the United States based on civil liability
would not be automatically enforceable in Ireland.
There is no treaty between Ireland and the United
States providing for the reciprocal enforcement of
foreign judgments. The following requirements must
be met before the U.S. judgment will be deemed to be
enforceable in Ireland:
• the U.S. judgment must be for a definite sum;
• the U.S. judgment is not directly or indirectly for the
payment of taxes or other charges of a like nature or
a fine or other penalty, for example, punitive or
exemplary damages;
• the U.S. judgment must be final and conclusive;
• the Irish proceedings were commenced within the
relevant limitation period;
• the U.S. judgment must be provided by a court of
competent jurisdiction, as determined by Irish law;
and
• the U.S. judgment remains valid and enforceable in
the U.S. court in which it was obtained.
An Irish court will also exercise its right to refuse
judgment if the U.S. judgment was obtained by fraud,
violated Irish public policy, is in breach of natural
justice or is irreconcilable with an earlier foreign
judgment.
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DESCRIPTION OF DEBT SECURITIES
The following description, together with the additional information we include in any applicable prospectus supplements, summarizes the material terms
and provisions of the debt securities that we may offer under this prospectus. While the terms we have summarized below will apply generally to any future
debt securities we may offer pursuant to this prospectus, we will describe the particular terms of any debt securities that we may offer in more detail in the
applicable prospectus supplement. If we so indicate in a prospectus supplement, the terms of any debt securities offered under such prospectus supplement
may differ from the terms we describe below, and to the extent the terms set forth in a prospectus supplement differ from the terms described below, the terms
set forth in the prospectus supplement shall control.
We may sell from time to time, in one or more offerings under this prospectus, debt securities, which may be senior or subordinated. We will issue any
such senior debt securities under a senior indenture that we will enter into with a trustee to be named in the senior indenture. We will issue any such
subordinated debt securities under a subordinated indenture, which we will enter into with a trustee to be named in the subordinated indenture. We use the
term "indentures" to refer to either the senior indenture or the subordinated indenture, as applicable. The indentures will be qualified under the Trust
Indenture Act of 1939, as in effect on the date of the indenture. We use the term "debenture trustee" to refer to either the trustee under the senior indenture or
the trustee under the subordinated indenture, as applicable.
Certain of our subsidiaries may guarantee the debt securities we offer. Those guarantees may or may not be secured by liens, mortgages, and security
interests in the assets of those subsidiaries. The terms and conditions of any such subsidiary guarantees, and a description of any such liens, mortgages or
security interests, will be set forth in the prospectus supplement that will accompany this prospectus.
The following summaries of material provisions of the senior debt securities, the subordinated debt securities and the indentures are subject to, and
qualified in their entirety by reference to, all the provisions of the indenture applicable to a particular series of debt securities.
General
Each indenture will provide that debt securities may be issued from time to time in one or more series and may be denominated and payable in foreign
currencies or units based on or relating to foreign currencies. Neither indenture will limit the amount of debt securities that may be issued thereunder, and
each indenture will provide that the specific terms of any series of debt securities shall be set forth in, or determined pursuant to, an authorizing resolution
and/or a supplemental indenture, if any, relating to such series.
We will describe in each prospectus supplement the following terms relating to a series of debt securities:
•

the title or designation;

•

the aggregate principal amount and any limit on the amount that may be issued;

•

the currency or units based on or relating to currencies in which debt securities of such series are denominated and the currency or units in
which principal or interest or both will or may be payable;

•

whether we will issue the series of debt securities in global form, the terms of any global securities and who the depositary will be;

•

the maturity date and the date or dates on which principal will be payable;
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•

the interest rate, which may be fixed or variable, or the method for determining the rate and the date interest will begin to accrue, the date or
dates interest will be payable and the record dates for interest payment dates or the method for determining such dates;

•

whether or not the debt securities will be secured or unsecured, and the terms of any secured debt;

•

the terms of the subordination of any series of subordinated debt;

•

the place or places where payments will be payable;

•

our right, if any, to defer payment of interest and the maximum length of any such deferral period;

•

the date, if any, after which, and the price at which, we may, at our option, redeem the series of debt securities pursuant to any optional
redemption provisions;

•

the date, if any, on which, and the price at which we are obligated, pursuant to any mandatory sinking fund provisions or otherwise, to redeem,
or at the holder's option to purchase, the series of debt securities;

•

whether the indenture will restrict our ability to pay dividends, or will require us to maintain any asset ratios or reserves;

•

whether we will be restricted from incurring any additional indebtedness;

•

a discussion on any material or special U.S. federal income tax considerations applicable to a series of debt securities;

•

the denominations in which we will issue the series of debt securities, if other than denominations of $1,000 and any integral multiple thereof;
and

•

any other specific terms, preferences, rights or limitations of, or restrictions on, the debt securities.

We may issue debt securities that provide for an amount less than their stated principal amount to be due and payable upon declaration of acceleration of
their maturity pursuant to the terms of the indenture. We will provide you with information on the federal income tax considerations and other special
considerations applicable to any of these debt securities in the applicable prospectus supplement.
Conversion or Exchange Rights
We will set forth in the prospectus supplement the terms, if any, on which a series of debt securities may be convertible into or exchangeable for our
ordinary shares or our other securities. We will include provisions as to whether conversion or exchange is mandatory, at the option of the holder or at our
option. We may include provisions pursuant to which the number of ordinary shares or our other securities that the holders of the series of debt securities
receive would be subject to adjustment.
Information Concerning the Debenture Trustee
The debenture trustee, other than during the occurrence and continuance of an event of default under the applicable indenture, undertakes to perform
only those duties as are specifically set forth in the applicable indenture. Upon an event of default under an indenture, the debenture trustee under such
indenture must use the same degree of care as a prudent person would exercise or use in the conduct of his or her own affairs. Subject to this provision, the
debenture trustee is under no obligation to exercise any of the powers given it by the indentures at the request of any holder of debt securities
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unless it is offered reasonable security and indemnity against the costs, expenses and liabilities that it might incur.
Payment and Paying Agents
Unless we otherwise indicate in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will make payment of the interest on any debt securities on any interest
payment date to the person in whose name the debt securities, or one or more predecessor securities, are registered at the close of business on the regular
record date for the interest.
We will pay principal of and any premium and interest on the debt securities of a particular series at the office of the paying agents designated by us,
except that unless we otherwise indicate in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will make interest payments by check which we will mail to the holder.
Unless we otherwise indicate in a prospectus supplement, we will designate the corporate trust office of the debenture trustee in the City of New York as our
sole paying agent for payments with respect to debt securities of each series. We will name in the applicable prospectus supplement any other paying agents
that we initially designate for the debt securities of a particular series. We will maintain a paying agent in each place of payment for the debt securities of a
particular series.
All money we pay to a paying agent or the debenture trustee for the payment of the principal of or any premium or interest on any debt securities which
remains unclaimed at the end of two years after such principal, premium or interest has become due and payable will be repaid to us, and the holder of the
security thereafter may look only to us for payment thereof.
Governing Law
The indentures and the debt securities will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, except to the extent that
the Trust Indenture Act is applicable.
Subordination of Subordinated Debt Securities
Our obligations pursuant to any subordinated debt securities will be unsecured and will be subordinate and junior in priority of payment to certain of our
other indebtedness to the extent described in a prospectus supplement. The subordinated indenture does not limit the amount of senior indebtedness we may
incur. It also does not limit us from issuing any other secured or unsecured debt.
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DESCRIPTION OF WARRANTS
General
We may issue warrants to purchase ordinary shares, preferred shares and/or debt securities. We may offer warrants separately or together with one or more
additional warrants, debt securities, ordinary shares, preferred shares or rights, or any combination of those securities in the form of units, as described in the
applicable prospectus supplement. Each series of warrants will be issued under a separate warrant agreement to be entered into between us and a bank or trust
company, as warrant agent. The warrant agent will act solely as our agent in connection with the certificates relating to the rights of the series of certificates
and will not assume any obligation or relationship of agency or trust for or with any holders of rights certificates or beneficial owners of rights. The following
description sets forth certain general terms and provisions of the rights to which any prospectus supplement may relate. The particular terms of the warrant to
which any prospectus supplement may relate and the extent, if any, to which the general provisions may apply to the rights so offered will be described in the
applicable prospectus supplement. To the extent that any particular terms of the warrant, warrant agreement or warrant certificates described in a prospectus
supplement differ from any of the terms described below, then the terms described below will be deemed to have been superseded by that prospectus
supplement. We encourage you to read the applicable warrant agreement and warrant certificate for additional information before you decide whether to
purchase any of our rights.
We will provide in a prospectus supplement the following terms of the warrants being issued:
•

the specific designation and aggregate number of, and the price at which we will issue, the warrants;

•

the currency or currency units in which the offering price, if any, and the exercise price are payable;

•

the designation, amount and terms of the securities purchasable upon exercise of the warrants;

•

if applicable, the exercise price for ordinary shares and the number of ordinary shares to be received upon exercise of the warrants;

•

if applicable, the exercise price for preferred shares, the number of preferred shares to be received upon exercise, and a description of that series
of our preferred shares;

•

if applicable, the exercise price for our debt securities, the amount of debt securities to be received upon exercise, and a description of that
series of debt securities;

•

the date on which the right to exercise the warrants will begin and the date on which that right will expire or, if you may not continuously
exercise the warrants throughout that period, the specific date or dates on which you may exercise the warrants;

•

whether the warrants will be issued in fully registered form or bearer form, in definitive or global form or in any combination of these forms,
although, in any case, the form of a warrant included in a unit will correspond to the form of the unit and of any security included in that unit;

•

any applicable material U.S. federal income tax consequences;

•

the identity of the warrant agent for the warrants and of any other depositaries, execution or paying agents, transfer agents, registrars or other
agents;

•

the proposed listing, if any, of the warrants or any securities purchasable upon exercise of the warrants on any securities exchange;
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•

if applicable, the date from and after which the warrants and the ordinary shares, preferred shares and/or debt securities will be separately
transferable;

•

if applicable, the minimum or maximum amount of the warrants that may be exercised at any one time;

•

information with respect to book-entry procedures, if any;

•

the anti-dilution provisions of the warrants, if any;

•

any redemption or call provisions;

•

whether the warrants may be sold separately or with other securities as parts of units; and

•

any additional terms of the warrants, including terms, procedures and limitations relating to the exchange and exercise of the warrants.

Each warrant will entitle the holder of rights to purchase for cash the principal amount of ordinary shares or other securities at the exercise price provided
in the applicable prospectus supplement. Warrants may be exercised at any time up to the close of business on the expiration date for the rights provided in
the applicable prospectus supplement.
Holders may exercise warrants as described in the applicable prospectus supplement. Upon receipt of payment and the warrant certificate properly
completed and duly executed at the corporate trust office of the rights agent or any other office indicated in the prospectus supplement, we will, as soon as
practicable, forward the ordinary shares, preferred shares or other securities, as applicable, purchasable upon exercise of the rights. If less than all of the
warrants issued in any rights offering are exercised, we may offer any unsubscribed securities directly to persons other than shareholders, to or through agents,
underwriters or dealers or through a combination of such methods, including pursuant to standby arrangements, as described in the applicable prospectus
supplement.
Warrant Agent
The warrant agent for any warrants we offer will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.
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DESCRIPTION OF RIGHTS
General
We may issue rights to purchase ordinary shares, preferred shares, and/or debt securities described in this prospectus. We may offer rights separately or
together with one or more additional rights, ordinary shares, preferred shares, debt securities or warrants, or any combination of those securities in the form of
units, as described in the applicable prospectus supplement. Each series of rights will be issued under a separate rights agreement to be entered into between
us and a bank or trust company, as rights agent. The rights agent will act solely as our agent in connection with the certificates relating to the rights of the
series of certificates and will not assume any obligation or relationship of agency or trust for or with any holders of rights certificates or beneficial owners of
rights. The following description sets forth certain general terms and provisions of the rights to which any prospectus supplement may relate. The particular
terms of the rights to which any prospectus supplement may relate and the extent, if any, to which the general provisions may apply to the rights so offered
will be described in the applicable prospectus supplement. To the extent that any particular terms of the rights, rights agreement or rights certificates
described in a prospectus supplement differ from any of the terms described below, then the terms described below will be deemed to have been superseded
by that prospectus supplement. We encourage you to read the applicable rights agreement and rights certificate for additional information before you decide
whether to purchase any of our rights.
We will provide in a prospectus supplement the following terms of the rights being issued:
•

the date of determining the shareholders entitled to the rights distribution;

•

the aggregate number of ordinary shares or other securities purchasable upon exercise of the rights;

•

the exercise price;

•

the aggregate number of rights issued;

•

whether the rights are transferrable and the date, if any, on and after which the rights may be separately transferred;

•

the date on which the right to exercise the rights will commence, and the date on which the right to exercise the rights will expire;

•

the method by which holders of rights will be entitled to exercise;

•

the conditions to the completion of the offering, if any;

•

the withdrawal, termination and cancellation rights, if any;

•

whether there are any backstop or standby purchaser or purchasers and the terms of their commitment, if any;

•

whether shareholders are entitled to oversubscription rights, if any;

•

any applicable U.S. federal income tax considerations; and

•

any other terms of the rights, including terms, procedures and limitations relating to the distribution, exchange and exercise of the rights, as
applicable.

Each right will entitle the holder of rights to purchase for cash the principal amount of ordinary shares or other securities at the exercise price provided in
the applicable prospectus supplement. Rights may be exercised at any time up to the close of business on the expiration date for the rights provided in the
applicable prospectus supplement.
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Holders may exercise rights as described in the applicable prospectus supplement. Upon receipt of payment and the rights certificate properly completed
and duly executed at the corporate trust office of the rights agent or any other office indicated in the prospectus supplement, we will, as soon as practicable,
forward the ordinary shares or other securities, as applicable, purchasable upon exercise of the rights. If less than all of the rights issued in any rights offering
are exercised, we may offer any unsubscribed securities directly to persons other than stockholders, to or through agents, underwriters or dealers or through a
combination of such methods, including pursuant to standby arrangements, as described in the applicable prospectus supplement.
Rights Agent
The rights agent for any rights we offer will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.
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DESCRIPTION OF UNITS
The following description, together with the additional information that we include in any applicable prospectus supplements summarizes the material
terms and provisions of the units that we may offer under this prospectus. While the terms we have summarized below will apply generally to any units that
we may offer under this prospectus, we will describe the particular terms of any series of units in more detail in the applicable prospectus supplement. The
terms of any units offered under a prospectus supplement may differ from the terms described below.
We will incorporate by reference from reports that we file with the SEC, the form of unit agreement that describes the terms of the series of units we are
offering, and any supplemental agreements, before the issuance of the related series of units. The following summaries of material terms and provisions of the
units are subject to, and qualified in their entirety by reference to, all the provisions of the unit agreement and any supplemental agreements applicable to a
particular series of units. We urge you to read the applicable prospectus supplements related to the particular series of units that we may offer under this
prospectus, as well as any related free writing prospectuses and the complete unit agreement and any supplemental agreements that contain the terms of the
units.
General
We may issue units consisting of ordinary shares, preferred shares, one or more debt securities, warrants or rights, in one or more series, in any
combination. Each unit will be issued so that the holder of the unit is also the holder of each security included in the unit. Thus, the holder of a unit will have
the rights and obligations of a holder of each security included in the unit. The unit agreement under which a unit is issued may provide that the securities
included in the unit may not be held or transferred separately, at any time or at any time before a specified date.
We will describe in the applicable prospectus supplement the terms of the series of units being offered, including:
•

the designation and terms of the units and of the securities comprising the units, including whether and under what circumstances those
securities may be held or transferred separately;

•

any provisions of the governing unit agreement that differ from those described below; and

•

any provisions for the issuance, payment, settlement, transfer or exchange of the units or of the securities comprising the units.

The provisions described in this section, as well as those set forth in any prospectus supplement or as described under "Description of Capital Stock,"
"Description of Debt Securities," "Description of Warrants" and "Description of Rights" will apply to each unit, as applicable, and to any ordinary shares,
preferred shares, debt security, warrant or right included in each unit, as applicable.
Unit Agent
The name and address of the unit agent for any units we offer will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.
Issuance in Series
We may issue units in such amounts and in such numerous distinct series as we determine.
Enforceability of Rights by Holders of Units
Each unit agent will act solely as our agent under the applicable unit agreement and will not assume any obligation or relationship of agency or trust
with any holder of any unit. A single bank or
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trust company may act as unit agent for more than one series of units. A unit agent will have no duty or responsibility in case of any default by us under the
applicable unit agreement or unit, including any duty or responsibility to initiate any proceedings at law or otherwise, or to make any demand upon us. Any
holder of a unit may, without the consent of the related unit agent or the holder of any other unit, enforce by appropriate legal action its rights as holder under
any security included in the unit.
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LEGAL MATTERS
The validity of the ordinary shares and certain other matters of Irish law will be passed upon for us by Arthur Cox, Dublin, Ireland. Certain matters of U.S.
federal and New York State law will be passed upon for us by Reed Smith LLP, New York, New York. Additional legal matters may be passed upon for us or
any underwriters, dealers or agents, by counsel that we name in the applicable prospectus supplement.
EXPERTS
The consolidated financial statements of Strongbridge Biopharma plc at December 31, 2017 and 2016, and for each of the three years in the period ended
December 31, 2017, incorporated by reference in this Prospectus and Registration Statement have been audited by Ernst & Young LLP, independent
registered public accounting firm, as set forth in its report thereon incorporated elsewhere herein by reference and are incorporated herein in reliance upon
such report given on the authority of such firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION
As required by the Securities Act, we have filed with the SEC a registration statement on Form S-3, of which this prospectus is a part, with respect to the
securities offered hereby. This prospectus does not contain all of the information included in the registration statement. Statements in this prospectus
concerning the provisions of any document are not necessarily complete. You should refer to the copies of the documents filed as exhibits to the registration
statement or otherwise filed by us with the SEC for a more complete understanding of the matter involved. Each statement concerning these documents is
qualified in its entirety by such reference.
We file annual, quarterly and current reports, proxy statements and other information with the SEC. The public may read and copy any materials filed
with the SEC at the SEC's Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549. The public may obtain information on the operation of the
Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330. Also, the SEC maintains an Internet web site that contains reports, proxy and information
statements, and other information regarding issuers, including us, that file electronically with the SEC. The public can obtain any documents that we file
electronically with the SEC at http://www.sec.gov.
We also make available, free of charge, on or through our Internet web site (www.strongbridgebio.com) our Annual Reports on Form 10-K, Quarterly
Reports on Form 10-Q, Current Reports on Form 8-K, Proxy Statements on Schedule 14A and, if applicable, amendments to those reports filed or furnished
pursuant to Section 13(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, or the Exchange Act, as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically
file such material with, or furnish it to, the SEC. Please note, however, that we have not incorporated any other information by reference from our Internet web
site, other than the documents listed below under the heading "Incorporation of Information by Reference."
INCORPORATION OF INFORMATION BY REFERENCE
The SEC allows us to "incorporate by reference" in this prospectus the information that we file with them. This means that we can disclose important
information to you in this document by referring you to other filings we have made with the SEC. The information incorporated by reference is considered to
be part of this prospectus, and later information we file with the SEC will update and supersede this information. We incorporate by reference the documents
listed below:
•

Our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2017, filed with the SEC on March 12, 2018;
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•

The Current Reports on Form 8-K filed with the Commission on January 17, 2018 and January 26, 2018; and

•

The description of our securities contained in our Registration Statement on Form 8-A (File No. 001-37569), filed with the Commission on
September 25, 2015 pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Exchange Act, including any amendment or report filed for the purpose of updating such
description.

In addition, all documents that the Company files pursuant to Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 and 15(d) of the Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the
"Exchange Act"), subsequent to the filing of this Registration Statement and prior to the filing of a post-effective amendment that indicates that all securities
offered hereby have been sold or which deregisters all securities then remaining unsold, shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference into this
Registration Statement and to be a part hereof from the date of filing of such documents, except as to any document or portion of any document that is
deemed furnished and not filed.
Pursuant to Rule 412 under the Securities Act, any statement contained in the documents incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by reference in this
Registration Statement shall be deemed to be modified, superseded or replaced for purposes of this Registration Statement to the extent that a statement
contained herein or in any other subsequently filed document which also is incorporated or deemed to be incorporated by reference in this Registration
Statement modifies, supersedes or replaces such statement. Any such statement so modified, superseded or replaced shall not be deemed, except as so
modified, superseded or replaced, to constitute a part of this Registration Statement. Investors should review these reports as they may disclose a change in
our business, prospects, financial condition or other affairs after the date of this prospectus.
Upon your written or oral request, we will provide at no cost to you a copy of any and all of the information that is incorporated by reference in this
prospectus. Requests for such documents should be directed to:
Stephen Long, Esq.
Chief Legal Officer
Strongbridge Biopharma plc
900 Northbrook Drive, Suite 200
Trevose, PA 19053
You may also access the documents incorporated by reference in this prospectus through our website www.strongbridgebio.com. Except for the specific
incorporated documents listed above, no information available on or through our website shall be deemed to be incorporated in this prospectus or the
registration statement of which it forms a part.
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